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We present a general and uniform method for defining structural operational semantics (SOS) of
process operators by traditional Plotkin-style transition rules equipped with orderings. This new feature
allows one to control the order of application of rules when deriving transitions of process terms.
Our method is powerful enough to deal with rules with negative premises and copying. We show
that rules with orderings, called ordered SOS rules, have the same expressive power as GSOS rules.
We identify several classes of process languages with operators defined by rules with and without
orderings in the setting with silent actions and divergence. We prove that branching bisimulation
and eager bisimulation relations are preserved by all operators in process languages in the relevant
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1. INTRODUCTION
Structural operational semantics (SOS) is considered to be the standard method for defining the
operational meaning of process operators in an arbitrary process language. It was developed originally
by Plotkin [37, 36], and Milner gave the first SOS-style semantics for a process language (CCS) in
[26, 28]. The meaning of each process operator is given by a set of transition rules, which have the form
premises
conclusion . The conclusion of a transition rule describes the behaviour of a process constructed with the
operator and several component processes. This behaviour depends on the behaviour of the component
processes, which is given in the premises of the rule. For example, the following rule is one of the rules
for a version of parallel composition operator:
X a→ X ′ Y a→ Y ′
X ‖ Y a→ X ′ ‖ Y ′
This rule allows us to infer that the process a.0 ‖ a.b.0 can perform action a and evolve to the process
0 ‖ b.0 since both subprocesses a.0 and a.b.0 can perform a.
Process operators can be classified according to the form of rules defining their operational meaning.
A format of rules is, informally, a set of forms of rules. We say that an operator is in a certain format if
its rules belong to that format. Moreover, a process language is in a certain format if all its operators are
in that format. An n-ary operator is said to preserve a process relation, for example strong bisimulation
[28, 31], if it produces two related processes from every two sets of n subprocesses that are pairwise
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related. A process language preserves a relation if all its operators preserve the relation, and a format
preserves a relation if all operators which can be defined in the format preserve the relation.
Most of the popular process operators are in the De Simone format [40]. However, De Simone rules,
for example the rule above, have rather a restricted form. They do not make use of either the negative
behaviour of subprocesses, namely the inability to perform actions, or the branching behaviour of
processes. Not surprisingly, there are process operators which cannot be defined by De Simone rules
alone. The most important examples of these are sequential composition and priority operators, and
replication and checkpoint operators [28]. Such operators are usually defined by rules with negative
premises (expressions like X a) and copying (multiple use of identical process variables), respectively.
In order to provide for such operators Bloom et al. proposed in [14, 15] a general format of rules,
called the GSOS format, which extends the De Simone format with negative premises and copying.
Since then a rich theory has been developed for GSOS languages which includes congruence results for
strong bisimulation and ready simulation relations [11, 14, 15], procedures for automatic generation of
complete axiom systems [2, 3], and denotational models [5, 41].
An important problem concerning formats of transition rules is how to use silent actions in rules. The
original De Simone and GSOS formats treat both silent and visible actions in the same way, namely as
visible. In the context of this paper visible actions represent the observable behaviour of systems and
silent actions represent the unobservable and uncontrollable behaviour of systems. For example, the act
of dispensing a cup of coffee by a vending machine is an observable action of the system, and it is denoted
by a visible action coffee. Internal communications between the components of the vending machine
are treated as unobservable behaviour, and the silent action τ is used to denote all types of unobservable
behaviour. Treating silent and visible actions in the same way in rules is unsatisfactory when one wishes
to work with weak equivalences (where visible actions may be hidden and thus become silent actions)
since many operators which are definable in these formats do not preserve weak equivalences. Formats
of rules with positive premises and silent actions were studied by Bloom [12, 13], Vaandrager [48], and
the first author [42–44], who also considered rules with negative premises. A common feature of these
approaches is to represent the uncontrollable and independent of the environment character of silent
actions via special rules called τ -rules due to Bloom [12]. The motivation for τ -rules is the following: If
the behaviour of f (X), where f is an n-ary process operator, depends on the behaviour of its component
Xi , then when Xi performs silent actions f (X) can do nothing else but perform silent actions along
with Xi . This principle can be expressed in the setting of formats of rules by insisting that the set of
rules for f contains, for each such i th component, a τ -rule τi of the following form:
Xi
τ→ X ′i
f (X1, . . . , Xi , . . . , Xn) τ→ f (X1, . . . , X ′i , . . . , Xn)
A notion intimately related to the uncontrollable character of silent actions is divergence. In this paper
we identify divergence with the ability to perform an infinite sequence of silent actions. Results in
[13, 42, 43] show that, in a setting with τ -rules, if one chooses to equate divergence and deadlock, then
rules with negative premises are unacceptable since they can distinguish between the two notions. On the
other hand, treating divergence as different from deadlock allows one to use rules with negative premises
safely, but under one condition [42, 43]: Since the inability to perform an action is not observable in
the presence of divergence we do not allow premises of the form X a; but the inability to perform
an action in a stable state is observable [27, 32], so premises of the form X τ a are allowed. Since
we are seeking formats of rules which combine silent actions, negative premises, and copying we
shall distinguish between divergence and deadlock. As a consequence, we shall work with divergence-
sensitive versions of eager bisimulation [1, 27, 43, 45–47, 50] and branching bisimulation [19, 20]
relations as the chosen weak equivalences.
It is not obvious how to combine silent actions with negative premises and copying in transition rules
so that the resulting format preserves the chosen weak equivalence. There seem to be two different
approaches to solve this problem. One can choose the equivalence first and then find a general format
which preserves it. The discovered format may be somewhat complicated since it is mainly influenced
by a (technical) requirement that all operators definable in the format preserve the chosen equivalence.
Alternatively, one may express certain properties of concurrent systems as conditions on the form of
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transition rules for the operators. For example, the independent of the environment character of silent
actions is expressed above as a condition demanding the presence of τ -rules among the defining rules
for process operators. Such conditions can be used as a recipe to define formats of rules. Then, one
checks which weak equivalences are preserved by these formats. It may happen that simple and intuitive
formats which are found by the second approach do not preserve some of the favourite equivalences,
but only their minor variations. Ultimately, it is up to the user to choose between possibly complicated
formats for standard equivalences and simple formats for somewhat nonstandard, but possibly more
suitable, equivalences.
The first of the approaches described above was followed in [12, 13, 48]. For example, one of the
equivalences considered by Bloom in [13] is the rooted version of weak bisimulation (or observational
congruence) [9, 28], but the discovered format proved quite complicated. On the other hand, formats
for branching bisimulation equivalences [13] have quite natural formulations. The second approach was
followed by the first author who defined the ISOS format [42, 43] which is the most general format with
silent actions, negative premises, and copying so far. ISOS operators do not preserve the standard weak
bisimulation [28] but preserve a slightly finer, divergence sensitive version, called eager bisimulation,
discussed in [1, 27, 43, 45, 50]. In this paper we adopt the second approach and develop several general
formats of rules for eager and branching bisimulation preorders.
1.1. Results
We present a general method for defining process operators by Plotkin-style transition rules (with
no negative premises) which are equipped with orderings. Our method was informally described in
[35] and further developed in [45] and also in [47]. An ordering on rules indicates the order in which
rules are applied when deriving transitions of process terms. The behaviour of a process f (p) can be
determined by examining the rules for f starting with rules which are highest in the ordering and then
considering lower rules. Thus, a rule lower in the ordering can only be applied if none of the rules above
it can. Intuitively, this has the effect of applying rules with negative premises. More generally, our
method is similar to the idea in the field of logic programming of ordering sentences in order to avoid
using negative information. Also, it is similar to ordering rewrite rules in the field of term rewriting
systems [8].
We illustrate our method by giving an alternative definition of the sequential composition operator
“;” discussed in [14, 15]. The rule schemas for “;” are given below, where α and β are any visible or
silent actions, and rα and rα are the names of rule schemas.
X α→ X ′
rα
X ; Y α→ X ′; Y
Y α→ Y ′ {X β ∣∣ all β}
rα
X ; Y α→ Y ′
Our version of “;” is defined by the set of rules that contains the following rule schemas
X a→ X ′
ra∗
X ; Y a→ X ′; Y
Y c→ Y ′
r∗c
X ; Y c→ Y ′
,
where a and c are any visible actions and an ordering relation < that satisfies, among others, r∗c < ra∗.
The set of rules and the ordering must also satisfy several simple and intuitive conditions. These
conditions relate to the use of silent actions in the defining rules and how this influences the ordering.
In the case of “;” the conditions require that the set of rules also contains two τ -rules
X τ→ X ′
τ1
X ; Y τ→ X ′; Y
Y τ→ Y ′
τ2
X ; Y τ→ X ; Y ′
and no other rules and that the ordering additionally satisfies τ2 < ra∗, r∗c < τ1 and τ2 < τ1. As a result
we have that p; q can perform an initial action of q (by rule τ2 or r∗c) if none of the rules ra∗ and τ1 is
applicable, that is if p τ and p c for all c. When p is a totally divergent process, for example defined
by rule p τ→ p, then q will never start since τ1 is always applicable.
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We show that any GSOS process operator can be equivalently defined by positive GSOS rules
equipped with an ordering. Therefore, we have a new method, which is an alternative to the GSOS
method, for defining simple and expressive process languages where silent and visible, positive and
negative, and linear and branching aspects of process behaviour can be represented consistently. Our
method is intended to guide the definitions of process operators, particularly those operators which are
sensitive to the silent and negative behaviour of their operands.
Furthermore, we define several formats of rules with and without orderings, and thus several classes
of process languages, and prove that eager and branching bisimulation preorders are preserved by the
relevant formats (and process languages). A comparison with the previously proposed formats, and
classes of process languages, for similar preorders shows that our formats and classes are more general.
1.2. Outline
In Section 2 we recall the definition of GSOS rules. We also present a general method for defining
process operators by ordered SOS rules (or OSOS rules, for short), which are positive GSOS rules
equipped with orderings. In Section 3 we define the notions of formats and process languages. We
discuss GSOS process languages and OSOS process languages, and we argue that GSOS and OSOS
languages have the same expressive power. We also give several other expressiveness results concerning
subclasses of GSOS and OSOS languages.
We differentiate between visible and silent actions in rules by insisting that silent actions are un-
observable and independent of the environment. In Section 4 these two properties are formulated as
conditions on the structure of unordered and ordered positive GSOS rules. We also introduce two more
properties which concern the treatment of process resources and, for these properties, we propose
conditions on copying in rules. Thus, we define two pairs of formats of unordered and ordered positive
GSOS rules which satisfy some of these conditions. These formats give rise to four classes of pro-
cess languages. We show that eager and branching bisimulation preorders are preserved in the relevant
classes. Section 5 contains a comparison of the existing formats and classes of process languages. We
argue that our formats are more expressive than the existing formats for similar preorders. Section 6
demonstrates the usefulness of ordered rules in defining process operators which usually require rules
with negative premises.
2. RULES AND TRANSITION RELATIONS
In this section we recall the definition of GSOS rules and GSOS operators, and introduce positive
GSOS rules equipped with orderings and operators defined by such rules. We also define transition
relations associated with process languages which contain the mentioned types of operators.
2.1. Preliminaries
Var is a countable set of variables ranged over by X, Xi , Y, Yi , . . . . 	n is a set of operators with arity
n. A signature 	 is a collection of all 	n and it is ranged over by f, g, . . . . The members of 	0 are
called constants; 0 ∈ 	0 is the deadlocked process operator. The set of open terms over 	 with variables
in V ⊆ Var, denoted by T(	, V ), is ranged over by t, t ′, . . . . Var(t) ⊆ Var is the set of variables in a
term t .
The set of closed terms, written as T(	), is ranged over by p, q, u, v, . . . . In the setting of process
languages these terms will often be called process terms. A 	 context with n holes C[X1, . . . , Xn] is
a member of T(	, {X1, . . . , Xn}). If t1, . . . , tn are 	 terms, then C[t1, . . . , tn] is the term obtained by
substituting ti for Xi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
We will use bold italic font to abbreviate the notation for sequences. For example, a sequence of
process terms p1, . . . , pn , for any n ∈ N, will often be written as p when the length is understood from
the context. Given any binary relation R on closed terms and p and q of length n, we will write pRq to
mean pi Rqi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Moreover, instead of f (X1, . . . , Xn) we will often write f (X) when the
arity of f is understood. A preorder  on T(	) is a precongruence if p  q implies C[p]  C[q] for all
p and q of length n and all 	 contexts C[X] with n holes. Similarly, an operator f ∈ 	n preserves  if,
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for p and q as above, p  q implies f (p)  f (q). Consequently, a format preserves  if all operators
definable in the format preserve . A process language preserves  if all its operators preserve . A
class of process languages preserves  if all languages in the class preserve .
A substitution is a mapping Var → T(	). Substitutions are ranged over by ρ and ρ ′ and they ex-
tend to T(	, Var) → T(	) mappings in a standard way. For t with Var(t) ⊆ {X1, . . . , Xn} we write
t[p1/X1, . . . , pn/Xn] or t[p/X] to mean t with each Xi replaced by pi , where 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Act = Vis ∪ {τ }, ranged over by α, β, . . . , is a finite set of actions, where Vis is the set of visible
actions, ranged over by a, b, . . . , and τ is a silent, internal action not in Vis.
2.2. GSOS Rules
In this and the next section we present two methods, one of them new, for assigning the operational
meaning to process operators of an arbitrary process language. Given a process language with the
signature 	 and the set of actions A, we describe how to generate a transition relation which represents
the behaviour of process terms in the language.
GSOS rules [14, 15] and τ -rules [12, 42, 48] are defined as follows:
DEFINITION 1. A GSOS rule is an expression of the form
{
Xi
αi j→ Yi j
}
i∈I, j∈Ji
{
Xk
βkl

}
k∈K ,l∈Lk
f (X1, . . . , Xn) γ→ C[X, Y]
,
where X is the sequence X1, . . . , Xn and Y is the sequence of all Yi j , and all process variables in X and
Y are distinct. Variables in X are the arguments of f . Moreover, I and K are subsets of {1, . . . , n} and
all Ji and Lk , for i ∈ I and k ∈ K , are finite subsets of N, and C[X, Y] is a context.
DEFINITION 2. A GSOS rule of the form as below is called the τ -rule for f and its i th argument Xi .
It is denoted as τ fi or simply as τi if f is clear from the context.
Xi
τ→ X ′i
f (X1, . . . , Xi , . . . , Xn) τ→ f (X1, . . . , X ′i , . . . , Xn)
Expressions t α→ t ′ and t β, where t, t ′ ∈ T(	, V ), are called transitions and negative transitions,
respectively. Transitions are ranged over by T, T ′, . . . . If transition T stands for X α→ X ′, we will
sometimes write ¬T to denote X α. A (negative) transition which involves only closed terms is called
a closed (negative) transition. GSOS rules are ranged over by r, r ′, rα . . . .
Next, we define several notations related to GSOS rules.
DEFINITION 3. Let r be a GSOS rule for an operator f as in the above definition. Then, f is the
operator of r and the elements of X are the arguments of r . We write rules( f ) for the set of GSOS rules
for f . Transitions and negative transitions above the horizontal bar in r are called premises. The set of
premises is written as pre(r ). The transition below the bar in r is the conclusion and is written as con(r ).
Action γ in the conclusion of r is the action of r . C[X, Y] is the target of r , denoted by target(r ). The
set of all αi j in r is denoted by actions(r ). A rule is negative if it contains any X a premise; otherwise
it is positive. The operation of removing all negative premises from a GSOS rule is denoted by ( )†. A
rule r is an action rule if τ /∈ actions(r ). The i th argument Xi is active in rule r , written as i ∈ active(r ),
if it appears in its premises. An argument is active in a set S ⊆ rules( f ) if it is active in some rule in
S. Overloading the notation, we denote the set of all such i by active(S) and write active( f ) instead of
active(rules( f )). Consequently, the i th argument of f (X) is active if it is active in some rule for f .
Next, we define the notions of implicit and explicit copies of process variables in GSOS rules. This will
be needed in establishing the general structure of rules for operators that preserve eager and branching
bisimulations.
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Informally, copies are the multiple occurrences of the process variables in rules. Consider the fol-
lowing rule rh :
X1
a11→ Y11 X1 a12→ Y12 X2 a21→ Y21
h(X1, X2, X3, X4) a→ g(X2, X3, X3, X4, Y11, Y11)
This rule is a recipe for working out all the a-derivatives of process terms of the form h(p1, p2, p3, p4)
(this will be formalised in Section 2.4). Intuitively, in order to derive the a transition of h(p1, p2, p3, p4),
specified by the conclusion of rh , the arguments p1, p2, p3, and p4 must have transitions described
in the premises. For example, p1 (as substituted for X1) must be able to perform both a11 and a12. In
order to verify this we need two copies of p1. Since we start with only one copy of each argument in
h(p1, p2, p3, p4) the rule implicitly assumes that there are further copies of the first argument. Moreover,
the rule implicitly assumes that there are two copies of the second argument: one of them is used to
verify that p2 can perform a21 and another one is needed as the first argument of g. Therefore, copies
of variables such as X1 and X2 will be called implicit.
There are also multiple occurrences of variables X3, X4, and Y11 in rh . We notice that X4 is not used
in verifying the premises and that it is simply passed to g. Therefore, only one instance of it is needed
and so we do not count multiple occurrences of variables such as X4 as copies. As for X3 and Y11, we
explicitly make copies of these variables as we apply the rule. Copies of variables such as X3 and Y11 will
be called explicit. The transition a is the cost of making these copies, whereas copies of X1 and X2 are
there for “free.” We will show later that some operators with rules with implicit copies do not preserve
branching and eager bisimulations, but operators with rules with explicit copies preserve these relations.
DEFINITION 4. Let r be a GSOS rule for an operator f as in the Definition 1. We say that r has
implicit copies of variable Z the i th argument Xi if (a) Z is an active argument in r , and (b) it appears
in the premises of r more than once or it appears in the target of r . We say that r has explicit copies of
variable Z if (a) Z is a nonactive argument in r or Z = Yi j for some Yi j , and (b) Z appears more than
once in the target of r .
We notice, by Definition 4, that rh has implicit copies of X1 and X2, and explicit copies of X3 and
Y11. The following notation will be useful later on:
implicit-copies(r ) = {i | there are implicit copies of Xi in r}.
Hence, implicit-copies(rh) = {1, 2}. Also, given a GSOS rule, we will need to differentiate between the
sets of implicit copies of process variables in the premises and in the target. Overloading the notation,
we define these sets as
implicit-copies(pre(r )) = {i | i ∈ implicit-copies(r ) ∧ Xi /∈ Var(target(r ))}
implicit-copies(target(r )) = implicit-copies(r )\implicit-copies(pre(r )).
Clearly, implicit-copies(pre(rh)) = {1} and implicit-copies(target(rh)) = {2}.
DEFINITION 5. A set of rules is GSOS if it consists of GSOS rules only. An operator f is GSOS if
rules( f ) is GSOS.
All operators of CCS [28], CSP [25], and ACP [9, 10] are, or can be defined to be, GSOS.
2.3. Ordered SOS Rules
The premises of GSOS rules may contain both positive and negative transitions. In this section we
propose ordered SOS rules [35, 45] as an alternative and equally expressive method for defining process
operators. We motivate our idea by a simple example.
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EXAMPLE 6. Consider an operator f defined by the following rules.
X a→ Y
f (X ) a→ t
X c→ Y X a
f (X ) c→ t ′
It is clear by the first rule that f (p) can perform a if p can perform a. Furthermore, by the second
rule, f (p) can perform c if its component p can perform c and cannot perform a. To say that p cannot
perform a is equivalent in this case to saying that the first rule cannot be used to derive transitions of
f (p). Thus, f (p) c→ if p c→ and the first rule cannot be used to derive transitions of f (p). This suggests
that instead of the above rules operator f can be defined by positive rules
X a→ Y
f (X ) a→ t
X c→ Y
f (X ) c→ t ′
with a condition that the second rule is only applied when the first rule cannot be applied. In other
words, we introduce a binary relation on positive rules which defines the order of their application
when deriving transitions of terms with f as the outermost operator.
The ordering specifies the order in which the rules are to be applied when deriving transitions of
terms. The following definition makes this precise:
DEFINITION 7. Let R be a set of GSOS rules. An ordering on R is any binary relation on R. A set
of rules with an ordering is called ordered SOS (OSOS) if it contains positive GSOS rules only. Given
an operator f , let < f denote an ordering on rules( f ). The operator f is OSOS if rules( f ) with < f is
OSOS. Let 	 be a set of OSOS operators. The ordering on rules for the operators in 	, written as <,
is given by
⋃
f ∈	 < f .
We will write higher(r ) for {r ′ | r < f r ′}.
2.4. Transition Relations and Labelled Transition Systems
DEFINITION 8. A labelled transition system (or LTS, for short) is a structure (PA, →), where P is
the set of processes, A is the set of actions, and →⊆ P × A × P is a transition relation.
Given a set 	 of GSOS operators, which come with a set of GSOS rules, and a set A of actions (large
enough to contain all the actions mentioned in the rules for 	), the GSOS rules determine a unique
transition relation →⊆ T(	) × A × T(	) (see, for example, [14, 15, 21]), and thus we obtain an LTS
(T(	), A, →).
Next, we describe how to associate a transition relation with a set of OSOS operators.2 Our method
builds upon the ideas in [21]. Let d : T(	) → N be a function which specifies the depth of ground terms
over 	. Function d is defined inductively as follows: d(p) = 0 if p is a constant, and d( f (p1, . . . , pn)) =
1 + max{d(pi ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} otherwise.
DEFINITION 9. Let 	 be a set of OSOS process operators with the set of rules R, and let A be a set
of actions which contains all the actions which are mentioned in the rules in R. We associate to 	 and
A a transition relation, →⊆ T(	) × A × T(	), which is defined as → = ⋃l<ω →l , where transition
relations →l⊆ T(	) × A × T(	) are defined as follows:
p α→ p′ ∈ →l if d(p) = l and ∃r ∈ R, ρ.(ρ(con(r )) = p α→ p′ and ρ(pre(r )) ⊂ ⋃k<l →k
and ∀r ′ ∈ higher(r ). ρ(pre(r ′)) ⊂ ⋃k<l →k ).
2 Alternatively, we could use the transition relation associated with a set of GSOS operators to which a given set of OSOS
operators can be equivalently translated. The translation is defined in the next section.
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The definition states that a rule r can be used to derive a transition p α→ p′ if p α→ p′ coincides with the
conclusion of r under a substitution ρ, all premises of r are valid under ρ, and no rule in higher(r ) is
applicable. The last means that each rule in higher(r ) has a premise which is not valid under ρ:
DEFINITION 10. Let r ∈ rules( f ) and pre(r ) = {Xi αi j→ Yi j | i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji }. Rule r applies to f (u) if
and only if ui
αi j→ for all relevant i and j . Rule r is enabled at term f (u) if and only if r applies to f (u)
and all rules in higher(r ) do not apply.
DEFINITION 11. Let (P, A, →) be a LTS, and let p ∈ P . The set of immediate derivatives of p,
written as Der→(p) or simply as Der(p) if → is clear from the context, is defined as {(a, p′) | p a→ p′}.
Any process p′ ∈ Der→(p) is called an a-derivative of p.
We say that a transition t α→ t ′ is valid under a substitutionρ in a transition relation→′ if (ρ(t), α, ρ(t ′))
∈→′. Similarly, given processes p and q and action α, p α→ q is valid in →′ if (p, α, q) ∈→′. We shall
write p α→ q for (p, α, q) ∈→ when the considered transition system with its transition relation → is
clear from the context.
Finally, in order to make the paper self-contained, we recall the definition of strong bisimulation
[28, 31].
DEFINITION 12. Assume an LTS (P, A, →). A relation R ⊆ P × P is a strong bisimulation if
whenever pRq , then the following properties hold:
∀p′, α.[p α→ p′ implies ∃q ′.(q α→ q ′ and p′ Rq ′)]
∀q ′, α.[q α→ q ′ implies ∃p′.(p α→ p′ and p′ Rq ′)].
Strong bisimulation equivalence ∼: p ∼ q if there exists a strong bisimulation R such that pRq .
It is easy to show that strong bisimulation equivalence is an equivalence.
3. LANGUAGES AND EXPRESSIVENESS
In the previous section we discussed how to define process operators by GSOS and OSOS rules and
how to obtain transition relations from the rules. In this section we compare GSOS and OSOS in terms
of expressive power. A general framework for comparing the expressive power of different process
languages was formulated by Shapiro [38, 39]. Our translations can be fitted into this framework in
that they are language homomorphisms which preserve an equivalence, namely strong bisimulation
equivalence (Definition 12). However, we opt for an informal presentation.
Process operators can be classified according to how their operational meaning is defined. In this
paper, we employ transition rules with orderings and we also use conditions on the structure of rules and
on the type of orderings; more traditionally, only transition rules are used, for example De Simone rules
or GSOS rules. We shall loosely call this transition rule-based method for giving operational semantics
a format.
DEFINITION 13. A format is a transition rule-based method for assigning operational meaning to
process operators.
The first format was proposed by De Simone [40]. De Simone rules are GSOS rules without negative
premises and copying. The GSOS [14, 15] format is due to Bloom et al. [14, 15]. The first author
developed the ISOS format [42, 43], a subformat of GSOS, which treats silent actions τ as unobservable
and permits explicit copying and refusals (expressions of the form X τ a) in the premises of rules.
There are several more general formats of rules, for example the tyft/tyxt and ntyft/ntyxt formats [21, 22]
and the panth format [49].
DEFINITION 14. The OSOS format consists of positive GSOS rules equipped with orderings on rules.
Process languages whose operators are definable by rules in the GSOS format are very expressive;
most of the operators in existing process languages are GSOS operators. This is due to the generality of
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GSOS rules, which allow both negative premises and copying. In fact, the OSOS format has the same
expressive power as the GSOS format.
DEFINITION 15. A process language is a triple (	, A, →), where 	 is a signature, A is a set of
actions, and →⊆ T(	) × A × T(	) is a transition relation (given by a set of rules with or without
orderings).
After Definition 15 instead of “process language,” we shall say “language.”
DEFINITION 16. Given a format F and a language P = (	, A, →), we say that P is in the F format,
or equivalently P is an F language, if all operators in 	 are definable within F . A class of languages,
or simply a class, is a set of languages. The F class is the set of all F languages.
We show that GSOS languages can be alternatively formulated as OSOS languages, and conversely.
We shall prove this by giving OSOS definition to GSOS operators and by giving GSOS definitions
to OSOS operators. However, we begin by introducing a couple of auxiliary notions and motivating
examples.
So far we have given alternative definitions in terms of OSOS rules for the sequential composition
operator “;” and the operator f from Example 6: both definitions are intuitive and natural. In general,
we can give intuitive OSOS definitions to natural GSOS operators. We define this notion below.
Throughout this work, we make a simplifying assumption that arguments of process operators are
named consistently in the rules for the operators. By this we mean that, given an n-ary operator f , if
the kth argument of f in a rule is X , for k ≤ n, then in all other rules for f the kth argument is also X .
Recall that the operation of removing all negative premises from GSOS rules is denoted by ( )†.
DEFINITION 17. Let g be a GSOS operator and let R = rules(g). A relation≺: R × Var × (Vis ∪ {τ }) ×
R is defined by r X α≺ r ′ if and only if X α ∈ pre(r ) and pre(r ′†) = {X α→ X ′} for some X ′.
The above definition says that two rules r and r ′ for a GSOS operator are related by ≺ via an argument
X and an action α if r has the negative premise X α and the only positive premise of r ′ is X α→ X ′ for
some X ′.
DEFINITION 18. Let g be a GSOS operator and let R = rules(g). We say that g is natural if
• None of the rules in R has contradictory premises, namely for every rule r ∈ R if X α∈ pre(r ),
then X α→ X ′ /∈ pre(r ) for all X ′, and
• For each rule r ∈ R with X α ∈ pre(r ) there is r ′ ∈ R such that r X α≺ r ′, in other words
pre(r ′†) = {X α→ X ′} for some X ′.
A GSOS language is natural if all its operators are natural.
We easily check that the sequential composition operator from the Introduction, operator f from
Example 6, and the priority operator from Section 6 are all natural. Another example of a natural GSOS
operator is given below.
EXAMPLE 19. Let h be defined by the following rules:
X a→ Y X b
ra
h(X ) a→ t
X b→ Y X a
rb.
h(X ) b→ t ′
Neither of the above rules has contradictory premises. We have ra
X a≺ rb and rb X b≺ ra . Thus, h is natural.
It can be redefined by the OSOS rules
X a→ Y
r ′ah(X ) a→ t
X b→ Y
r ′b
h(X ) b→ t ′
with the ordering defined by r ′a < r ′b and r ′b < r ′a . Notice that < is irreflexive, but it is not transitive.
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Not all GSOS operators are natural. The following example illustrates this and suggests how non-
natural operators may be redefined by OSOS rules.
EXAMPLE 20. Let an operator g be defined by a single rule r below.
X a→ Y X b
g(X ) a→ t
Clearly, g is not natural as there is no rule for g with the premises {X b→ Y }. We see no other way to
redefine g but to use some kind of auxiliary rules. We give three different definitions of g in terms of
OSOS rules. First, consider the rules
X a→ Y
ra
g(X ) a→ t
X b→ Y
rb
g(X ) b→ 0
which are ordered by ra < rb. If p
b
 and p a→, then it is clear that g(p) a→ by rule ra . But, when
p b→, we obtain g(p) b→ by rb. This transition cannot be derived by r . To stop this, we impose rb < rb
which makes rb never enabled at g(p).
The second alternative definition of g uses an auxiliary restriction operator instead of auxiliary rules
that are above themselves and thus never enabled. Consider rule ra above and the following two rules,
where error is a new action:
X b→ Y
rerror
g(X ) error−→ 0
X a→ Y
if a = error.
X\error a→ Y\error
The ordering < satisfies ra < rerror. It can be easily checked that the process g(p)\error has the same
behaviour as the original process g(p).
The third way to redefine g is by the following rules:
X a→ Y
ra
g(X ) a→ t
X a→ Y X b→ Y ′
r ′b .
g(X ) b→ 0
The ordering satisfies ra < r ′b and r ′b < ra . Notice that when p
b
 and p a→ then ra is applicable
because higher priority r ′b is not applicable. On the other hand, r ′b is never applicable: if p
b→ and p a→,
then r ′b is not applicable because higher priority ra is applicable. As a result, g(p)
a→ if p b and p a→.
Now, we are ready to state our main expressiveness result.
THEOREM 21 (GSOS = OSOS). Any GSOS language can be equivalently given as an OSOS language,
and conversely.
Proof. We show that any GSOS operator can be turned into an OSOS operator and that any OSOS
operator can be turned into a GSOS operator. We fix a signature 	 and a set of actions A.
First, suppose that f ∈ 	 is an n-ary GSOS operator with set of rules R f . We turn f into an OSOS
operator by the method used in the first of the alternative definitions for operator g in Example 20. The
set R′f of OSOS rules for f is
R′f = R†f ∪ Rauxf ,
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where R†f and Rauxf are defined as follows, and a ∈ A is any action:
R†f = {r † | r ∈ R f },
Rauxf =
{
Xi
α→ X ′i
f (X) a→ 0
∣∣∣∣∣ ∃r ∈ R f . Xi α ∈ pre(r ) ∧ ∀r ′ ∈ R f . ¬(r Xi α≺ r ′)
}
.
Notice that we could have defined Rauxf simply as the following set but for the sake of efficiency we
prefer the smaller set. This is commented upon in the first remark below.{
Xi
α→ X ′i
f (X) a→ 0
∣∣∣∣∣ ∃r ∈ R f . Xi α ∈ pre(r )
}
Notice that if f is natural, then Rauxf is empty. This is because, by Definition 18, for each rule
r ∈ rules( f ) with Xi α ∈ pre(r ), there exists r ′ ∈ rules( f ) such that r Xi α≺ r ′.
By the definition of R′f we know that, for each negative rule r ∈ R f and for each premise Xi α of
r , there is a rule r ′ ∈ R′f with the single premise Xi
α→ X ′i for some X ′i .
The ordering < on rules in R′f is defined as
< f =
{(r †, r ′†) ∣∣ r, r ′ ∈ R f ∪ Rauxf ∧ ∃X, α. r X α≺ r ′} ∪ {(r, r ) ∣∣ r ∈ Rauxf }.
Notice that since, for each r ∈ Rauxf , we have r < f r , all such rules r are never enabled.
If f is natural, then no rule in R′f is above itself. This is because (a) Rauxf is empty and (b) rules in
R f have no contradictory premises, so ¬(r X α≺ r ) holds for all r ∈ R f , X , and α.
Remark. If a GSOS operator has any negative rules, it is possible that its OSOS version has more
rules. However, as far as the amount of computation required to derive transitions is concerned, which
is measured by the total number of transitions and negative transitions that need to be checked, it is easy
to verify that this amount is the same for both classes of languages.
Remark. Although our translations of GSOS operators into OSOS operators may be considered
somewhat artificial, for example because of the use of auxiliary rules which are above themselves and
thus never enabled, in most cases they are simple and intuitive. For example, the GSOS versions of
sequential composition and priority operators (see Section 6), both of which are natural operators, can
be defined without auxiliary rules.
For the converse direction of the proof, suppose that f is an n-ary OSOS operator with a set of ordered
rules R f . For r ∈ R f we show how to construct the set R′f (r ) of GSOS rules for f which corresponds
to {r} ∪ higher(r ). Then, the set R′f of GSOS rules for f is
⋃
r∈R f R
′
f (r ). If higher(r ) = ∅, then clearly
R′f (r ) = {r}. Otherwise, assume higher(r ) = {ri | 1 ≤ i ≤ m}. If one of the rules in higher(r ), say r ′, is
an axiom, then by Definition 9 rule r is never enabled because r ′ is always applicable. Thus, R′f (r ) = ∅.
So, assume that none of the rules in higher(r ) is an axiom. Then,
R′f (r ) =
{ pre(r ) ∪ {¬T1, . . . ,¬Tm}
con(r )
∣∣∣∣ ∧i∈{1,...,m} Ti ∈ pre(ri )
}
.
This says that the set of negative premises in any rule in R′f (r ) consists of the negations of m transitions
{¬T1, . . . ,¬Tm}, where each Ti is one of the (positive) premises in ri ∈ higher(r ).
Remark. We easily calculate that R′f (r ) has
∏m
i=1 ki rules. Thus, when m and some ki are greater
than 1 it is clear that the fragment of the definition for f consisting of r and higher(r ) is more concise
than the corresponding fragment R′f (r ).
It is natural to ask whether the OSOS format has the same expressive power if we require that the
ordering relation is a partial ordering (the so-called partial OSOS format). We show that partial OSOS
is just as expressive, by showing that we can translate GSOS into partial OSOS.
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DEFINITION 22. A process language is strict OSOS if it is OSOS and the ordering of its rules is
irreflexive. A process language is partial OSOS if it is OSOS and the ordering of its rules is irreflexive
and transitive.
First, we note the following:
PROPOSITION 23. Any natural GSOS language can be equivalently given as a strict OSOS language.
Proof. We show that any natural GSOS operator f can be turned into a strict OSOS operator. We use
the ordering constructed in the proof of Theorem 21. We need only show that this ordering is irreflexive.
First, notice that, since f is natural, Rauxf is empty. This is because by Definition 18, for every rule
for f with a negative premise there is a rule for f with a sole positive premise corresponding to the
negative premise. Second, since rules for natural GSOS operators have no contradictory premises we
have ¬(r X α≺ r ) for all rules r for f and all X and α. Therefore, the ordering is irreflexive. Additionally,
as can be seen in Example 19, the orderings are not in general transitive.
PROPOSITION 24. Any GSOS language can be equivalently given as a partial OSOS language.
Proof. Assume a GSOS language L = (	, A, →). We show that any GSOS operator f ∈ 	 can
be turned into an equivalent partial OSOS term. The proof generalises the second translation method
for g in Example 20. Let error be a new action (not in A), and let \error be the restriction operator of
Example 20, which restricts the action error. Let f have set of rules R f . The set R′f of OSOS rules for
f is R†f ∪ Rauxf , where
Rauxf =
{
Xi
α→ X ′i
f (X) error−→ 0
∣∣∣∣∣ ∃r ∈ R f . Xi α ∈ pre(r )
}
.
The ordering on R′f is < f = {(r †, r ′) | r ∈ R f ∧ r ′ ∈ Rauxf ∧ ∃X, α. r
X α≺ r ′}. We easily check that < f is
irreflexive; it relates only some rules in R†f to some rules in Rauxf , and R
†
f ∩ Rauxf = ∅. For the same
reason < is transitive. Notice that some terms f (p) in the new OSOS language may have extra error
transitions because some of the rules in Rauxf may be applicable. We stop error transitions with the
restriction operator \error. Thus f (X) is translated to f (X)\error.
Proposition 24 appears to subsume Proposition 23, but if we look at the proofs, we see that in the
latter case we were forced to give f some spurious error transitions and to introduce a new operator
to remove them. Instead of a “signature” translation, taking operators to operators (as in Theorem 21
and Proposition 23), we gave a “compositional” translation in Proposition 24, taking operators to terms.
Such compositional embeddings have been mentioned in [16].
4. PROCESS LANGUAGES FOR BRANCHING AND EAGER BISIMULATIONS
In this section we show how rules with silent actions can be safely used, together with GSOS and
OSOS rules, in defining process operators which preserve branching and eager bisimulations. Our aim
is to express the character of silent actions, as being unobservable and independent of the environment,
through several conditions on the form of rules with silent actions and how they can be combined with
other ordered or unordered rules. We also identify the forms of copies of process variables in rules that
are “safe” for eager and branching bisimulation; i.e., operators defined by rules with these forms of
copies preserve the relevant preorders.
We define several classes of process languages and prove that eager and branching bisimulation
preorders are preserved by operators in the relevant classes.
4.1. Branching and Eager Bisimulations
We recall the definitions of branching and eager bisimulation relations. Before we give the definitions,
we restate some standard notation.
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Let p, p′, and q be processes and α and τ be actions over an LTS (P, A, →). We write p α→ when
there is q such that p α→ q , and p α otherwise. Expression p τ⇒ q denotes p( τ→)∗q . We say that q is
a τ -derivative of p if p τ⇒ q. p⇑ is read as “p is divergent” and it means p( τ→)ω, i.e., p can perform
an infinite sequence of silent actions. We say “p is convergent,” written as p⇓, if p is not divergent.
Finally, if α = τ , then p αˆ→ p′ means p τ→ p′ or p = p′; otherwise it is simply p α→ p′.
DEFINITION 25. Assume an LTS (P, A, →). A relation R ⊆ P × P is a branching bisimulation if
whenever pRq , then properties (a), (b), and (c) below hold for all appropriate α, p′, and q ′.
(a) p α→ p′ implies ∃q ′, q ′′.(q τ⇒ q ′ αˆ→ q ′′ and pRq ′ and p′ Rq ′′)
(b) p⇓ implies q⇓
(c) p⇓ and q α→ q ′ imply ∃p′, p′′.(p τ⇒ p′ αˆ→ p′′ and p′ Rq and p′′ Rq ′)
p∼ Bq if there exists a branching bisimulation R such that pRq.
A relation R ⊆ P×P is an eager bisimulation if R is defined as a branching bisimulation but without
pRq ′ in (a) and without p′ Rq in (c). p∼ Eq if there exists an eager bisimulation R such that pRq .
EXAMPLE 26. We show that branching bisimulation is strictly finer than eager bisimulation; i.e.,∼ B 
∼ E . Consider the processes in Fig. 1. The ⊆ inclusion follows from the definition. The counterexample
for equality is processes p and p′. We have p∼ E p′ but not p∼ B p′, for although p′
a→ and p τ⇒ p1 a→
but clearly not p′∼ B p1.
Moreover, we show that eager bisimulation is strictly finer than the standard weak bisimulation ≈ as
defined in [28]. Processes r and s in Fig. 2 are weak bisimilar by the Milner’s third τ -law [28] but they
are not eager bisimilar. This is because after s a→ s ′ there is no r ′ such that r τ⇒ a→ r ′ with r ′∼ E s ′.
It is clear that∼ B and∼ E are preorders. Our branching bisimulation relation is a possible generalisation
of the standard notion defined in [19, 20]. We make the relation sensitive to divergence in the same
way as was done with weak bisimulation in [1, 27, 50]. Moreover, we have simplified the definition of
branching bisimulation by not including expressions q ′′ τ⇒ q ′′′ and p′ Rq ′′′ inside the ( ) parenthesis in
property (a) and p′′ τ⇒ p′′′ and p′′′ Rq ′ inside the ( ) parenthesis in (c). It can be easily checked that
branching bisimulation as defined in Definition 25 and a relation that satisfies properties (a), (b) and
(c), with (a) and (c) augmented to include the additional expressions described above, are in fact equal
as relations.
Preorder∼ E is the version of weak bisimulation studied in [1, 27, 43, 45, 46, 50], where testing, modal
logic, and axiomatic characterisations were proposed and congruence results with respect to the ISOS
and wb formats were proved. ∼ E coincides with a delay bisimulation [20, 52] for processes with no
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divergence. We have chosen this finer version of weak bisimulation in preference to the standard weak
bisimulation [28] because formats for eager bisimulation [42, 43, 45] are considerably simpler than
those for the standard weak bisimulation [13]. Also, since we take divergence into account, formats for
eager bisimulation may have rules with negative premises [42, 43] and thus are more general than those
for weak bisimulation [13]. Moreover, unlike eager bisimulation, weak bisimulation is not preserved by
some simple but useful operators (and the problem is not due to the initial silent actions). For example, the
action refinement operator defined in Section 6 preserves eager bisimulation but not weak bisimulation.
Having said that, we agree that both bisimulation relations are equally suitable for many process
languages that are defined by rules with no negative premises and where divergence is not considered.
4.2. bb and eb Languages
In this section we introduce formats of unordered rules, and thus classes of process languages, which
preserve branching and eager bisimulation preorders. Our formats will consist of positive GSOS rules
that satisfy several conditions defining permissible use of silent actions and copies of process variables
(resources).
Notation. In order to shorten the presentation of conditions on rules and orderings in this and the
next section we will leave out the outermost universal quantifiers binding f ∈ 	 and r, r ′ ∈ rules( f ),
where appropriate.
The first attempt to give a uniform treatment to silent actions in formats of rules is due to Bloom [12].
He introduced τ -rules, which are also used in [42, 48]. In our opinion τ -rules embody the independent
of the environment and uncontrollable character of τ actions: if the i th argument Xi can contribute to
the behaviour of f (X), then the silent behaviour of Xi becomes the silent behaviour of f (X). In our
framework the contributing arguments are the active arguments, so the first condition is the following:
if i ∈ active( f ) then τi ∈ rules( f ). (1)
We can show that process operators which do not satisfy this condition, for example the CCS choice
operator + and the ACP left-merge, are not well behaved: they do not preserve many weak equivalences.
The τ -rules for any operator f that are guaranteed by condition (1) shall be henceforth called the τ -rules
associated with f . Similarly, given any rule r for f , all τ -rules τi for f such that i ∈ active(r ) shall be
called the τ -rules associated with r.
The character of silent actions is not fully represented by insisting only that all operators have
their associated τ -rules. We additionally insist that silent actions are unobservable: silent actions of
subprocesses cannot produce visible actions of the process or change its structure [42]. This principle
can be formulated as follows:
if τ ∈ actions(r ) then r is a τ -rule. (2)
The condition requires that no rules except τ -rules can have τ actions in the premises. As a result, it
disallows troublesome operators like the see-τ , defined below, which can count silent actions. We easily
check that see-τ (X ) distinguishes weakly trace equivalent processes τ.0 and τ.τ.0.
X τ→ X ′
see-τ (X ) a→ see-τ (X )
Next, we develop conditions which describe several ways in which process operators use their process
resources, and we investigate which of these ways are safe for eager and branching bisimulations.
Results in [43] show that positive ISOS operators preserve eager bisimulation. We recall that positive
ISOS operators are those operators which (a) are definable by positive GSOS rules that satisfy the
above two conditions, and (b) use their process resources linearly. In the setting of transition rules, the
argument Xi is used linearly in a rule r if and only if whenever Xi
α→ Yi is a premise of r , then Xi
appears in no other premise of r and it does not appear in the target of r . In other words, a linear use
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of process resources is synonymous with no implicit copies in rules, or equivalently with only explicit
copies in rules.
In order to make the presentation self-contained we recall the definition of the ISOS format [43].
DEFINITION 27. A set of rules is in the ISOS format if it consists of ISOS rules, defined below, and
their associated τ -rules. An ISOS rule is an expression with the form{
Xi
ai→ Yi
}
i∈I
{
Xk
τ

bkl

}
k∈K ,l∈Lk
f (X1, . . . , Xn) α→ C[Y]
where Y is the sequence of variables Y1, . . . , Yn and Y j = X j if j /∈ I , and variables Xi , Yi are all
distinct. Moreover, I, K ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, all Lk are finite subsets ofN, and C[Y] is a context. Expressions
Xk
τ

bkl
 denote pairs of negative transitions Xk
τ
 and Xk
bkl
; they are called refusal transitions.
It is obvious that the ISOS format is a subformat of the GSOS format. Moreover, we easily check that
positive ISOS rules (i.e., ISOS rules without refusal transitions) can only have explicit copies of process
variables but not implicit copies. Positive GSOS rules, however, can have both explicit and implicit
copies of process variables. As a result, not all operators which are definable by positive GSOS rules
satisfying conditions (1) and (2) preserve eager and branching bisimulations. This problem is illustrated
as follows: Consider the operators a-and-b, a-then-b and then-b from [42, 43]. They are defined by the
following rules together with their associated τ -rules (which are not shown):
X a→ X ′ X b→ X ′′
a-and-b(X ) c→ 0
X a→ X ′
a-then-b(X ) τ→ then-b(X )
X b→ X ′
then-b(X ) c→ 0
We easily verify that the defining rules are positive GSOS and that they satisfy conditions (1) and (2).
According to Definition 4, the first rule has implicit copies of X in the premises and the second rule
has implicit copies of X in the target. Consider eager bisimilar processes p and p′ in Fig. 1. One can
easily check that a-and-b(p) c but a-and-b(p′) c⇒. Also, a-then-b(p) c but a-then-b(p′) c⇒. Thus,
the operators a-and-b and a-then-b can distinguish between some eager bisimilar processes. Hence,
operators defined by rules with implicit copying may not preserve eager bisimulation.
It is also the case that the operator a-and-b can distinguish between some branching bisimilar pro-
cesses. Consider processes p and q in Fig. 3. Clearly, they are branching bisimilar and also divergent.
We have a-and-b(q) c⇒, but a-and-b(p) c because p cannot silently reach a state where both a and
b are immediately available. Hence, operators defined by rules with implicit copying in the premises
may not preserve branching bisimulation. However, we claim that implicit copies in the target are safe
for branching bisimulation.
The above discussion concerning the use of process resources suggests the following conditions:
implicit-copies(pre(r )) = ∅ (3)
implicit-copies(r ) = ∅. (4)
The conditions for branching and eager bisimulation rules are gathered for convenience in Fig. 4.
We are ready to define formats of unordered rules, and thus classes of process languages, which
preserve branching and eager bisimulation preorders.
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if i ∈ active( f ) then τi ∈ rules( f ) (1)
if τ ∈ actions(r ) then r is a τ -rule (2)
implicit-copies(pre(r )) = ∅ (3)
implicit-copies(r ) = ∅ (4)
FIG. 4. Conditions for branching bisimulation and eager bisimulation rules.
DEFINITION 28. A set of positive GSOS rules is called bb, or branching bisimulation, if its rules
satisfy conditions (1), (2), and (3). A set of positive GSOS rules is called eb, or eager bisimulation, if
its rules satisfy conditions (1), (2), and (4). The bb (eb) format consists of bb (eb) rules. An operator is
bb (eb) if it is defined by bb (eb) rules.
This definition together with Definition 16 gives rise to bb and eb process languages and the classes
of such languages.
We note that bb rules allow explicit copies and implicit copies in the target but eb rules allow only
explicit copies. It is easy to check that the eb format coincides with the positive ISOS format and the
bb format is an extension of the positive ISOS format with implicit copies in the target.
Most of the popular process operators are eb, and thus bb, but there are important exceptions, for
example the CCS+, the ACP left-merge, and the Kleene star operator [4, 6, 17].
Finally, we are ready to state and prove the main results of this section. First, we give alternative
characterisations of branching bisimulation and eager bisimulation preorders that will be essential in
the proofs of congruence results in this subsection.
PROPOSITION 29. Given the LTS (T(	), Act, →), a relation B ⊆ T(	) × T(	) is a branching bisim-
ulation if and only if, for all p and q such that pBq, the following properties hold for all appropriate
α, p′ and q ′:
(B.a) p α→ p′ implies ∃q ′, q ′′.(q τ⇒ q ′ αˆ→ q ′′ and pBq ′ and p′ Bq ′)
(B.b) p τ implies q⇓
(B.c) p⇓ and q α→ q ′ implies ∃p′, p′′.(p τ⇒ p′ αˆ→ p′′ and p′ Bq and p′′ Bq ′).
A relation B ⊆ T(	) × T(	) is an eager bisimulation if and only if, for all p and q such that pBq, the
above properties but without pBq ′ and p′ Bq hold.
THEOREM 30. The bb class preserves branching bisimulation preorder.
Proof. Let G = (	, Act, →) be any bb process language. We start by defining a relation B ⊆
T(	) × T(	) as the least relation that satisfies uBv if u∼ Bv , and C[u]BC[v] if uBv , where C[X] is
a 	 context and u and v are vectors of closed 	 terms of appropriate length. Hence, B is the least
congruence which contains ∼ B . All we need to do is to show that B is a branching bisimulation relation.
We will show this by proving properties (B.a), (B.b), and (B.c) of Proposition 29. Then, we would
have B = ∼ B and since B is preserved by all 	 contexts so ∼ B would be preserved too. Our proof is in
two parts:
• First, we show by structural induction that B satisfies (B.a) and (B.c);
• Then, we show that B, which satisfies (B.a) and (B.c), also satisfies (B.b).
First, we reexamine the structure of process terms related by B. By the definition of B, pBq implies
that either p∼ Bq or there is a nontrivial context C[X] and appropriate vectors of process terms p and q
such that p = C[p] and q = C[q] with pBq . In the first case, p and q obviously satisfy (B.a), (B.b) and
(B.c). In the latter case, p and q can also be expressed as f (u) and f (v) respectively, for some f ∈ 	
and appropriate u and v . Moreover, all the corresponding elements ui and vi , of u and v respectively,
satisfy either ui∼ Bvi or ui = Ci [p] and vi = Ci [q], for some context Ci [X], and thus uiBvi . In both
cases we clearly have uBv .
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We begin the proof of (B.a) and (B.c). Let pBq, and assume that (B.a) and (B.c) hold for all subterms
of p and q that are related by B. If p∼ Bq, then we are done. Otherwise, as explained above, p and q
can be represented as f (u) and f (v), respectively, where f ∈ 	n , u and v are of length n, and uBv .
(1) For (B.a) we prove that in fact the following stronger property holds for f (u) and f (v), and
for all µ-derivatives u′ of f (u).
f (u) µ→ u′ implies ∃D[X, Y], u′, v ′, v ′′.( f (v) τ⇒ f (v ′) µˆ→ D[v ′, v ′′]
and u′ = D[u, u′] and uBv ′ and u′Bv ′′)
In turn, this property together with the definition ofB implies (B.a). Assume f (u) µ→ u′. This transition
can be derived either by an action rule or by a τ -rule. We only consider the first case as the second
case follows similarly. Let f (u) µ→ u′ be derived by the following positive GSOS rule r , which in
accordance with condition (3) has no implicit copies of process variables in the premises (but may have
implicit copies in the target), using a ground substitution ρ defined by ρ(X) = u and ρ(Yi ) = u′i for all
i ∈ I .
{
Xi
ai→ Yi
}
i∈I
f (X) µ→ E[X, Y]
The conclusion of r is valid under ρ in →; i.e., ( f (u), µ, ρ(E[X, Y])) ∈→ or equivalently f (u) µ→
ρ(E[X, Y]).
Let u′ denote the sequence of all u′i so that ρ(Y) = u′. Hence, the required context D[X, Y] is simply
E[X, Y] and u′ = E[u, u′]. Also, the premises of r are valid under ρ in →; i.e., (ρ(Xi ), ai , ρ(Yi )) ∈→
or equivalently ui
ai→ u′i for all i ∈ I .
Next, we employ the inductive hypothesis for each ui and vi with i ∈ I . Since (B.a) holds for each
ui and vi we deduce vi
τ⇒ v′i
ai→ v′′i and uiBv′i with u′iBv′′i . Let v ′ stand for the sequence v′1, . . . , v′n
such that v′k = vk when k /∈ I . Moreover, let v ′′ denote the sequence of all v′′i . Hence, we obtain uBv ′
and u′Bv ′′ as required.
Finally, we need to show f (v) τ⇒ f (v ′), and then f (v ′) µ→ v′′ for appropriate v′′. f (v) τ⇒ f (v ′)
is obtained by combining transitions derived by the appropriate τ -rules applied to each vi
τ⇒ v′i with
i ∈ I . f (v ′) µ→ v′′ is obtained by rule r with the substitution ρ ′ defined by ρ ′(X) = v ′ and ρ ′(Yi ) = v′′i
for all appropriate i . This is possible because the premises of r are valid under ρ ′ in →, namely v′i
ai→ v′′i
for all i . Thus, with v ′ and v ′′ as above, we obtain v′′ = E[v ′, v ′′].
(2) The proof of property (R.c) is very similar to the above proof of property (R.a). The only
difference is that in order to use the (R.c) part of the inductive hypothesis we need to establish that if
f (u)⇓, then ui⇓ for all i ∈ active( f ). However, this follows by the τ -rules associated with f .
So far we have shown that processes related by B satisfy properties (B.a) and (B.c). For property
(B.b) we need to show that if pBq and p τ, then q⇓. We proceed by structural induction and by a
proof by contradiction. If p∼ Bq , then we are done. Otherwise, assume p = f (u) and q = f (v); thus
uBv . Let f (u) τ. Also, assume that (B.b) holds for all pairs of processes ui and vi , and (B.c) holds
for f (u) and f (v).
Assume for a contradiction f (v)⇑. It implies, by the definition of the divergence predicate, that there
exist process terms qi , for 1 ≤ i < ω, such that
f (v) τ→ q1 τ→ · · · qi τ→ · · · .
Since (B.c) holds for f (u) and f (v), and since f (u) is stable, i.e., f (u) τ, the above sequence can be
matched by
f (u) τ⇒ f (u) τ⇒ · · · f (u) τ⇒ · · · ,
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where f (u)Bqi . In general, any τ transition in the first sequence above can be derived either by an
action rule or by a τ -rule. We can easily show by induction that every τ transition in the first sequence
above is only derivable by a τ -rule. The argument is as follows: If any τ transition in the first sequence
can be derived by an action rule, then we can deduce f (u) τ→ by (B.c), thus contradicting the stability
of f (u). Therefore, the first sequence is in fact
f (v) τ→ f (v1) τ→ · · · f (v i ) τ→ · · ·
and v i
τ→ v i+1, for all i , where the notation v l τ→ v l+1 means vlk τ→ vl+1k , for one particular k, and
vl j = vl+1 j for all j = k. Since f has only finitely many arguments we deduce that one of the elements
in v diverges. Let this term be vd , so vd⇑. Let ud be the corresponding element in u. Then, since udBvd
and ud
τ
 we obtain vd⇓ by the inductive hypothesis. This contradicts vd⇑, so we obtain that f (v)⇓
as required.
THEOREM 31. The eb class preserves eager bisimulation preorder.
Proof. The proof follows very much the same pattern as the proof of Theorem 30 using Proposi-
tion 29. Alternatively, since the eb format coincides with the positive ISOS format [42, 43] the above
result is a corollary of the congruence theorem in [43] for the ISOS format and the version of weak
bisimulation which we call here eager bisimulation.
4.3. bbo and ebo Languages
In this section we consider bb and eb rules equipped with orderings. We propose formats of such
ordered rules, and thus classes of process languages, which preserve branching and eager bisimulation
preorders.
A careless ordering on rules may change the unobservable and independent of the environment
character of silent actions. We give several examples which illustrate this problem and propose a
number of conditions on orderings which safeguard the traditional character of silent actions.
Consider a version of the interleaved parallel composition operator “‖” defined by the rule schemas
below, where a is any action in Vis, together with τ -rules τ1 and τ2 which are not shown.
X a→ X ′
ra∗
X ‖ Y a→ X ′ ‖ Y
Y a→ Y ′
r∗a
X ‖ Y a→ X ‖ Y ′
The ordering is defined by τ2 < ra∗. Consider trace equivalent processes a.b.0 and a.τ.b.0. It is easy to
see that these processes can be distinguished by ‖: we have c.0 ‖ a.b.0 ab→ but c.0 ‖ a.τ.b.0 a→ c.0 ‖
τ.b.0 τ since τ2 < rc∗. Thus, the first condition might be as follows:
if r is a τ -rule then higher(r ) = ∅.
The intuition behind this condition is that τ -rules should not have lower priority. But, although the
condition is intuitive it is also quite restrictive. Consider a binary operator f such that the behaviour of
f (p, q) initially depends on the behaviour of the first subprocess only, as in the case of the sequential
composition operator. This may be defined by placing some rules with the first argument in the premises
above τ2. We allow such orderings provided that all rules which are above τ2 are also above all the rules
with active second argument. A better candidate for the first condition might be as follows:
if τi < r and i ∈ active(r ′) then r ′ < r.
When orderings are transitive relations, as in the preliminary version of this work [45], the above
condition is what we need. In general, however, the condition is too weak. This is best illustrated by
the following example: Consider an operator f defined by the following two rules, where a and c are
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particular actions in Vis,
X a→ X ′
raf (X, Y ) a→ 0
Y c→ Y ′
rc,f (X, Y ) c→ 0
together with their associated τ -rules τ1 and τ2, and the following ordering:
rc < ra, τ1
τ2 < ra, τ1
ra < rc, τ2.
We easily check that < satisfies the above condition. Now consider f (a.0, 0) and f (a.0, τ.0). We have
f (a.0, 0) a→ by ra since rc and τ2 are not applicable as 0 τ c. But, f (a.0, τ.0) a since ra < τ2 and
τ2 is applicable. Also, f (a.0, τ.0) τ since τ2 < ra and ra is applicable. Hence, although 0 and τ.0 are
trace equivalent the process terms f (a.0, 0) and f (a.0, τ.0) are not trace equivalent.
Since τ2 < ra we expect, by the above condition, ra to be above all rules with active second argument.
It is also reasonable to expect ra to be above all rules which are below rules with active second argument.
Since ra < τ2, this would mean ra < ra , and thus making f (a.0, 0) and f (a.0, τ.0) equivalent. The
above condition guarantees this when orderings are transitive, as in [45]. However, we do not assume
transitivity here, and so we strengthen the condition as follows:
if τi < r and i ∈ active(r ′) ∪ active(higher(r ′)) then r ′ < r. (5)
Notice that (5) implies the following limited form of transitivity:
if r ′ < τi < r then r ′ < r.
Returning to the operator f above, since τ2 < ra and 2 ∈ active(higher(ra)) we deduce ra < ra by (5).
Thus, f (a.0, 0) a, and f (a.0, 0) and f (a.0, τ.0) are trace equivalent.
Unlike our first attempt, condition (5) does not prohibit a τ -rule to be above itself and thus never
enabled. In order to see that this is problematic, consider the the CCS-like renaming operator [R] which
renames a by b. The ordering on its rules satisfies τ1 < τ1 and condition (5). Thus, τ1 is above all
action rules for [R]. As a result, although a.0 and τ.a.0 are trace equivalent the processes (a.0)[R] and
(τ.a.0)[R] are not: (a.0)[R] b→ but (τ.a.0)[R] τ since τ1 is never applicable and so (τ.a.0)[R] b. In
order to stop this, we impose the following condition that requires that τ -rules are never disabled.
not(τi < τi ) (6)
There are operators which are definable by ordered bb rules satisfying condition (5) and (6) but which
are not well behaved. Consider the priority operator θ (cf. [7]) which gives d priority over b. It is defined
by the following rule schema rα , where α ∈ {b, d}, with the τ -rule τ1 and the ordering rb < rd :
X α→ X ′
rα
θ (X ) α→ θ (X ′)
.
Let p = b.0 ‖ τ.d.0 and q = b.0 ‖ d.0, where “‖” is the usual interleaved parallel composition
operator. Clearly, p and q are trace equivalent but we have θ (p) b⇒ and θ (q) b. In order to repair this
it is enough to require rb < τ1. This example leads to the following condition:
if r ′ < r and i ∈ active(r ) then r ′ < τi . (7)
The intuition here is that before we apply r ′ we need to make sure that no other rule with higher priority,
and thus its τ -rules, can be applied. In order to see that they are not applicable notice that their active
arguments need to be stable.
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if i ∈ active( f ) then τi ∈ rules( f ) (1)
if τ ∈ actions(r ) then r is a τ -rule (2)
if τi < r and i ∈ active(r ′) ∪ active(higher(r ′)) then r ′ < r (5)
not (τi < τi ) (6)
if r ′ < r and i ∈ active(r ) then r ′ < τi (7)
if i ∈ implicit-copies(pre(r )) then r < τi (8)
if i ∈ implicit-copies(r ) then r < τi (9)
FIG. 5. Conditions for bbo and ebo rules.
We claim that conditions (5)–(7) are sufficient to ensure that operators which are defined by bb and eb
rules with an ordering satisfying these conditions preserve branching and eager bisimulation preorders,
respectively. It is possible, however, to obtain slightly more general formats of ordered bb and eb rules
that preserve these preorders.
We recall that condition (3) forbids implicit copies in the premises of bb rules, and condition (4)
forbids implicit copies in eb rules. We also recall that explicit copies are allowed in both bb and eb
rules. However, when bb and eb rules are used with orderings then these conditions can be considerably
relaxed. We propose to allow implicit copies in the premises of bb rules and in eb rules provided that
these rules are below all their associated τ -rules. In other words, we allow implicit copies of arguments
which are stable, i.e., unable to proceed by performing silent actions. The following are the alternatives
to (3) and (4):
if i ∈ implicit-copies(pre(r )) then r < τi (8)
if i ∈ implicit-copies(r ) then r < τi (9)
Consider the operator a-and-b as defined in the previous section but with its rules, namely one action rule
and one τ -rule, satisfying the above conditions. Then, the process a-and-b(q), for any q , can perform
c if the τ -rule for a-and-b cannot be applied, and the action rule can be applied. In other words, if
q τ, q a→ and q b→. Hence, for processes p and p′ in Fig. 1 we have a-and-b(p) c, a-and-b(p′) c
and a-and-b(p)∼ E a-and-b(p′). Similarly, for process q in Fig. 4.2. the τ -rule is always applicable, so
a-and-b(q) c as well as a-and-b(p) c.
The conditions for branching bisimulation ordered and eager bisimulation ordered rules are gathered
for convenience in Fig. 5.
DEFINITION 32. A set of OSOS rules (together with the associated orderings) is called bbo, or
branching bisimulation ordered, if the rules satisfy conditions (1)–(2) and the ordering satisfies con-
ditions (5)–(8). A set of OSOS rules is called ebo, or eager bisimulation ordered, if the rules satisfy
(1)–(2) and the ordering satisfies (5)–(7) and (9). The bbo (ebo) format consists of bbo (ebo) rules and
their orderings. An operator is bbo (ebo) if it is defined by bbo (ebo) rules.
This definition, together with Definition 16, gives us the bbo and ebo classes of process languages.
THEOREM 33. The bbo class preserves branching bisimulation preorder.
The proof of this theorem is more complicated than the proof of Theorem 30 for the bb format.
There are two reasons. First, according to condition (8), bbo rules may have implicit copies of process
variables in their premises provided that the relevant arguments are stable. Second, bbo rules may have
nontrivial orderings associated with them. As a result, when we try to show that property (B.a) of
branching bisimulation holds for f (u) and f (v), we find that we cannot succeed if we assume that only
properties (B.a), (B.b), and (B.c) of branching bisimulation hold for the related elements of u and v .
We find that we need to know more about the behaviour of branching bisimilar processes, particularly
when one of them is stable.
To illustrate this, consider the following situation: f (u) a→ u′ is derivable by rule r which has
Xl
al1→ Yl1 and Xl al2→ Yl2 among its premises. This means that r has implicit copies of Xl in the
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premises. Note that bb rules may not have implicit copies. In order to prove (B.a) for f (u) and f (v) we
need to show, among others, f (v) τ⇒ f (v ′) a→ v′ and u′Bv′ for some v ′ and v′. Rule r is applicable to
f (u), so ul al1→ u′l1 and ul
al2→ u′l2. By (B.a), these transitions imply vl τ⇒ v′l1
al1→ v′′l1 and vl τ⇒ v′l2
al2→ v′′l2,
and ulBv′l1 and ulBv′l2. We are not guaranteed that v′l1 = v′l2. Hence, we are not able to use r with f (v ′)
to derive the required a transition. What we need to do is to deduce ul
τ
 by (8) and find a property of
branching bisimulation that implies the following:
• if ul τ, ul al1−→ u′l1 and ul
al2−→ u′l2, then vl τ⇒ v′l τ, v′l
al1−→ v′′l1 and v′l
al2−→ v′′l2 for some v′l
and v′′l1, v′′l2.
The property that we seek is (B.a′) in Proposition 36 in Appendix A. (B.a′) and its two subproperties
(B.a) and (B.c) say that, when pBq and p is stable, any τ -derivative of q (q ′ such that q τ⇒ q ′) is
related by B to p and they have matching visible actions. (B.c′) in Proposition 36 is the corresponding
property for q when p is convergent, and it will be useful in proving property (B.c). Both (B.a′) and
(B.c′) will be crucial in showing (B.b).
The proof of Theorem 33 proceeds as follows. We use structural induction and show that processes
related by B satisfy properties (B.a)–(B.c′) of Proposition 36. Since the inductive hypothesis now
contains properties that describe the related processes in more detail, we are able to show (B.b) for
f (u) and f (v) within the inductive step. Recall that, in the proof of Theorem 30, we were not able to
prove (B.b) this way because we used the less revealing original properties of branching bisimulation.
The full details of the proof are given in Appendix A.
THEOREM 34. The ebo class preserves eager bisimulation preorder.
The proof follows the same steps as the proof of Theorem 33. Similarly as for branching bisimulation,
we need an alternative characterisation of eager bisimulation. The details are given in Appendix B.
Since the ordering on rules is defined implicitly, namely an arbitrary ordering which satisfies condi-
tions (5)–(7), it may be easier to think about ordered rules in terms of their explicit representations. In
this representation, called derived rules, all rules have the same priority and the “order of application”
information is expressed via negative premises. The form of the derived rules for ebo and bbo rules is
informally described as follows:
• The derived action rules corresponding to ebo rules are like ISOS rules, except that they
additionally allow stable implicit copying, i.e., implicit copies of variables Xi provided there are refusal
transitions for Xi as, for example, Xi
τ

a
.
• The derived action rules for bbo rules are like ISOS rules but they also allow implicit copies
of process variables in the targets and stable implicit copying in the premises.
• The derived τ -rules for both ebo and bbo rules may have, apart from the usual premises, a
number of refusal transitions in the premises.
As an illustration, we present below the set of derived rule schemas for the sequential composition
operator defined in the Introduction. Here, α ∈ Act and a ∈ Act\{τ }.
X α→ X ′
X ; Y α→ X ′; Y
Y τ→ Y ′ {X α}
α∈Act
X ; Y τ→ X ; Y ′
Y a→ Y ′ {X α}
α∈Act
X ; Y a→ Y ′
4.4. Languages for Rooted Eager and Branching Bisimulations
The ebo and bbo formats are very general methods for defining process operators which preserve eager
and branching bisimulation preorders, respectively. However, there are several popular process operators
which do not preserve either of the mentioned preorders. Thus, these operators are not definable within
the ebo and bbo formats. The most well-known examples of such operators are the CCS+ and the ACP
left-merge [9, 10] operators. Others include several delay operators from timed process languages, for
example the time-out operator [24] and other delay operators in [29, 30], and the versions of the Kleene
star operator [4, 6, 17]. Moreover, there may be situations where other new operators, which do not
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preserve branching and eager bisimulation preorders, are useful. Therefore, it may be worthwhile to
seek a more general method than the one proposed here, which would provide for the majority of all
known operators.
A search for such a method will, most likely, begin by choosing a suitable preorder and then finding
a format of rules, as general as practicable, which preserves this preorder. Milner [28] considered
observation equivalence (known also as weak bisimulation) for CCS. Since the CCS+ does not preserve
observation equivalence he proposed a slight restriction of it, called equality or observation congruence
(Definition 2, Section 7.2 in [28]), and showed that all operators of CCS including + preserve this
equivalence. Of course, observation congruence coincides with the closure of observation equivalence
with respect to all CCS contexts. Also, the ACP left-merge and the mentioned delay operators preserve
observation congruence. Observation congruence is sometimes also called rooted weak bisimulation,
for example in [13, 19]. A version of branching bisimulation equivalence, which is defined similarly to
observation congruence, is called rooted branching bisimulation [19]. It is known that the CCS+ and
the ACP left-merge and the delay operators preserve rooted branching bisimulation.
Bloom [13] proposed the RWB cool and RBB cool formats of positive rules which preserve rooted
weak bisimulation and rooted branching bisimulation respectively. It is an easy exercise to check that
the CCS+, the ACP left-merge, and the delay operators are both RWB cool and RBB cool operators.
We expect that Bloom’s approach can be applied to our preorders and formats in a straightforward
way: The rooted versions of our preorders can be easily defined. Then, the rooted ebo and bbo formats
can be derived using Bloom’s idea of partitioning operators into wild operators, like the CCS+, and
tame operators [13]. We do not present the details of this construction here because we believe that
an even more general framework is required. The following two operators motivate the need for such
framework.
Consider a version of the Kleene star operator [4, 6] defined as follows:
X α→ X ′
a∗ X α→ X ′
a∗ X a→ a∗ X.
Also, consider the interrupt operator [28] defined as follows:
X α→ X ′
X ∧Y α→ X ′ ∧Y
Y α→ Y ′
X ∧Y α→ Y ′
It is easy to see that these operators are not in the RWB cool and RBB cool formats; they do not
preserve the standard weak and branching bisimulations, but they preserve rooted weak and branching
bisimulations. Notice that in the first rule schema for a∗ and in the second rule schema for ‘∧’ the
silent action of a subprocess causes a structural change of the composite process. For this reason both
operators do not preserve weak, eager, and branching bisimulation equivalences. For, although b and τ.b
are equivalent neither a ∗ b and a ∗ τ.b nor a ∧b and a ∧τ.b are equivalent. But, clearly, both operators
preserve the rooted versions of these equivalences. The Kleene star and the interrupt operators do not fit
into Bloom’s formats because they violate one of the key conditions: no rule can have, on the right-hand
side of its conclusion, an operator which does not preserve the relevant bisimulation.
Fokkink [18] proposed the RBB safe format of transition rules which preserves rooted branching
bisimulation and which is more general than the RBB cool format. The RBB safe format is a subformat
of the panth format due to Verhoef [49]. It extends the RBB cool format in several respects:
• It allows open terms as well as variables in the left-hand sides of transitions in the premises.
• Negative premises and predicates are also allowed.
• Transitions with silent actions may appear, under some circumstances, in general rules and in
τ -rules.
• The targets of rules may have, under some circumstances, wild operators as well as tame
operators.
We note that the Kleene star and interrupt operators discussed above are RBB safe operators.
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Recently, the first author jointly with Yuen proposed in [47] a new format called rebo (rooted eager
bisimulation ordered) which extends the ebo format. rebo operators are defined by OSOS that satisfy
certain conditions on rules and rule orderings. These conditions are less restrictive than those for ebo
operators. In particular, they require that for each active i th argument of a rebo operator f we have
either τ -rule τi or the silent choice rule below amongst the rules for f .
Xi
τ→ X ′i
f (X1, . . . , Xi , . . . , Xn) τ→ X ′i
Thus, within the rebo format we have the ability to define operators such as the CCS “+” the Kleene star
operator, the interrupt operator, and the delay operator, [24]. Ulidowski and Yuen [47] also introduce
the rbbo (rooted branching bisimulation ordered) format, which is a corresponding extension of our
bbo format.
5. COMPARISON WITH EXISTING FORMATS AND CLASSES
Firstly, we compare formats for eager bisimulation and standard weak bisimulation.
• The eb format coincides with the positive ISOS format, written as ISOS+. Also, the simply
WB cool format [13] for the standard weak bisimulation is like the eb format except that it also requires
other τ -rules apart from those demanded by condition (1).
• The ebo format extends the eb format with stable implicit copies and, via its orderings, with
features equivalent to refusal transitions in the premises of action rules and τ -rules. Moreover, the ebo
format extends the ISOS format with stable implicit copies.
Although the ebo and ISOS formats do not allow arbitrary implicit copies, it is argued in [42] that the
branching behaviour which can be tested by rules with implicit copies can also be tested by ISOS rules,
and thus by ebo rules. The idea is that, instead of using implicit copies of process resources, we first
produce the copies by applying rules with explicit copies, and only then we use them. The fully WB
cool format [13] allows for rules with implicit copies but only when several kinds of auxiliary rules
are present. The effect of the auxiliary rules amounts to what we have informally described above: first
making copies of process resources and then using them independently.
Finally, we consider formats for branching bisimulation-like relations.
• The bb format extends the ISOS+ format with implicit copies in the targets of rules. It is very
similar to the fully BB cool format [13].
• The bbo format extends the bb format with stable implicit copies in the premises, and, via its
orderings, with features equivalent to refusal transitions in premises of action and τ -rules. It extends
the fully BB cool format with features equivalent to negative premises.
• The RBB safe format [18] is incomparable with the bbo format. On one hand, informally, the
RBB safe format, unlike the bbo format, allows predicates and open terms on the left-hand sides of
transitions in the premises. On the other hand, unlike RBB safe rules, bbo rules may have copies of wild
arguments (in Fokkink’s terminology) in the premises as long as these arguments are stable.
The relationship between classes of process languages, which originate from the formats discussed
above except for the RBB safe format, is illustrated in Fig. 6. In the diagram the arrows indicate proper
subset inclusion, and the labels are explained below. Set inclusions in the diagram are explained as
follows:
1. GSOS = OSOS by Theorem 21 and GSOS ⊇ GSOS+ by Definition 3.
2. OSOS ⊇ bbo ⊇ ebo by Definition 32.
3. GSOS+ ⊇ bb ⊇ eb by Definition 28.
4. bbo ⊇ bb and ebo ⊇ eb by Definitions 7, 28 and 32.
5. eb = ISOS+ and ebo ⊇ ISOS and by the remarks above.
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



np
✒ ❅
❅
❅
❅
τ
GSOS+ bbo
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
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np, ics
✯
bb
τ
✻
ebo
ict
✻
❑❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
ict
✁
✁
✁
✁
✁
✁
✁
✁
✁
✁
✁
np, ics
✕
ISOS
ics
✻




np
✒
eb = ISOS+
FIGURE 6
The labels in the diagram, namely np, τ, ict, and ics, are abbreviations for the expressions negative
premises, τ in the the premises, implicit copies in the target, and implicit copies in stable states,
respectively. These expressions indicate why the inclusions in the diagram are proper: each of the
expressions names a feature of transition rules (operators) which can be expressed in a class but not in
its particular subclass. Let C and C ′ be classes of process languages mentioned in the diagram. Then,
(1) C ′ np−→ C means that there is a language in C which contains an operator, say f , with a rule
with negative premises or ordered rules producing the effect of negative premises such that f cannot be
defined in C ′. An example of such operator is the sequential composition operator from the Introduction.
(2) C ′ τ→ C means that there is a language in C which contains an operator, say f , with a rule
which has τ in the premises and which is not a τ -rule, such that f cannot be defined in C ′. An example
of such operator is see-τ from Section 4.2.
(3) C ′ ict−→ C means that there is a language in C which contains an operator, say f , with a rule
with implicit copies in the target such that f cannot be defined in C ′. An example of such operator is
a-then-b from Section 4.2.
(4) C ′ ics−→ C means that there is a language in C which contains an operator, say f , with a rule
with implicit copying such that f cannot be defined in C ′. An example of such operator is a “stable”
version of a-and-b which has the extra premise X τ.
6. APPLICATIONS
In this section we demonstrate the usefulness of bbo and ebo rules in defining operators which usually
require rules with negative premises and copying.
1. We have already seen, in the Introduction, an alternative definition of the sequential composi-
tion operator which does not use rules with negative premises.
2. Action refinement is an operation which replaces all occurrences of an action by some process.
It is known that for purely sequential processes action refinement preserves branching bisimulation but
not the standard weak bisimulation [19]. We define an ebo action refinement operator refine-a such
that refine-a(p, q) refines all a in p by q . The rules and rule schemas for refine-a are given below. We
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assume β = a and we use a new visible action ı to mark the start and the finish of each refinement of a.
The reason for using this new visible action rather than, for example, τ will become apparent from the
definition of an extended parallel composition operator (with an execution control feature) in the next
paragraph.
X
β→ X ′
rβ
refine-a(X, Y ) β→ refine-a(X ′, Y )
X a→ X ′
ra
refine-a(X, Y ) ı→ aux(X ′, Y, Y )
Y α→ Y ′
q∗α
aux(X, Y, Z ) α→ aux(X, Y ′, Z )
qı
aux(X, Y, Z ) ı→ refine-a(X, Z )
The ordering satisfies qı < q∗α together with the conditions for ebo rules. qı < q∗α implies that
rule qı can only be applied when Y is substituted by a deadlocked process, in other words when the
refining process has completed its computation. Since refine-a is an ebo operator it preserves eager
bisimulation. However, it does not preserve the standard weak bisimulation ≈. In order to show this
consider weak bisimilar processes r and s in Fig. 2 and a refinement of action a by the process a1a2.0.
We have refine-a(s, a1.a2.0) ı→ q with q a1→ a2→ ı→ refine-a(s ′, a1.a2.0) and refine-a(r, a1.a2.0) ı→ p
with p a1→ a2→ ı→ refine-a(r ′, a1.a2.0) for some p and q. It is easy to see that p ≈ q since p may perform
b after it performs a1a2ı whereas q will never perform b.
The usefulness of refine-a and similarly defined action refinement operators in traditional process
languages is limited due to the way they interact with parallel operators. Consider, for example, CCS
extended with refine-a. We easily check that the processes
refine-a(a.0 | b.0, a1.a2.0) and refine-a(a.b.0 + b.a.0, a1.a2.0)
are strongly bisimilar, where “|” is the CCS parallel operator. But, the processes refine-a(a.0 | b.0, a1.
a2.0) and refine-a(a.0, a1a2) | b.0 are not strongly bisimilar since b may interrupt the refinement of a
in the second process. Thus, the second process may perform ıa1b; this obviously cannot be performed
by the first process. This problem can be overcome by working with process languages which, instead
of the CCS parallel operator, use a parallel operator with the interrupt function. We do not propose a
full solution to this problem but only indicate how it may be achieved. The suggested parallel operator
“‖” works as “|” but it also allows either of its operands to seize and release the control of execution
by the special action ı . The set of rules for “‖” consists of rules corresponding to those for the CCS
parallel operator and the actions different than ı , and of the following rules and rule schemas:
X ı→ X ′
X ‖ Y ı→ X ′%Y
X α→ X ′
X%Y α→ X ′%Y
X ı→ X ′
X%Y ı→ X ′ ‖ Y
Y ı→ Y ′
X ‖ Y ı→ X&Y ′
Y α→ Y ′
X&Y α→ X&Y ′
Y ı→ Y ′
X&Y ı→ X ‖ Y ′
We easily verify that refine-a(a ‖ b, a1a2) and refine-a(a, a1a2) ‖ b are indeed strongly bisimilar.
3. Priorities are used in process languages to represent such phenomena as time-outs and inter-
rupts. The first to use priorities were Baeten et al. [7]. For a given partial order < on visible actions
θ (X ) is a restriction of X such that action a can only happen only if no b with a < b is possible. If
Ba = {b | a < b}, then this can be defined as follows:
X a→ X ′ {X b}b∈Ba
θ (X ) a→ θ (X ′)
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However, θ can be defined by simple ebo rules. Consider the following rule schema, where c ∈ Vis,
and its τ -rule:
X c→ X ′
rc
θ (X ) c→ θ (X ′)
X τ→ X ′
τ1.
θ (X ) τ→ θ (X ′)
Let the ordering < be such that ra < rb whenever a < b, and the ebo conditions are satisfied. Hence, by
condition (7) we have ra < τ1, for each a, whenever there exists rb such that rb ∈ higher(ra). Clearly,
θ is an ebo operator.
In [33], the second author surveyed a number of approaches to priorities in process algebras. He
showed how these approaches can be fitted into a common operational framework based on ordered
rules.
4. The next example concerns operators in process languages with discrete time. The maximal
progress property, as described for example in [24, 51], can be expressed as p τ→ implies p σ, where
X σ→ X ′ denotes the passage of one time unit. The property means that a process blocks the passage
of time when it is not stable. Consider a discrete time process language L which satisfies the maximal
progress property and does not contain the CCS “|”. We extend L with “|”, and denote its synchronisation
rule by raa¯ . Then, the rule below specifies the passage of time for “|” and the ordering rσ < raa¯, τ1, τ2
guarantees that the maximal progress property holds for the extended language.
X σ→ X ′ Y σ→ Y ′
rσ
X | Y σ→ X ′ | Y ′
Clearly, “|” is an ebo operator. A general framework for extending ebo process languages with discrete
time is proposed in [46]. There, several constraints on ebo rules and their orderings are developed such
that timed processes satisfy some of the following properties: time determinacy, maximal progress,
patience, weak timelock freeness, timelock freeness, and time persistence. A different approach for
producing process languages with timed operators is pursued in [34]. It can be shown that the method
used for introducing timed operators in [34] can be easily fitted into the presented framework.
5. The last example relates to refusal simulation preorder [42, 43]. Refusal simulation preorder
is preserved by all ISOS operators [43]. Moreover, it coincides, under some mild assumptions, with
ISOS trace precongruence [43]. As a result of the discussion in Section 5 concerning the comparison
of the ISOS and ebo formats, we have the following:
PROPOSITION 35. All ebo operators preserve refusal simulation preorder. Refusal simulation preorder
coincides with ebo trace precongruence.
The proof of the second part of the proposition relies on the fact that, under mild assumptions, refusal
simulation preorder coincides with copy + refusal testing preorder [42, 43]. In the proof we encode
copy + refusal tests as ebo processes and internalise testing via executions of ebo contexts—this requires
rules with implicit copying.
As this is only an example of the usefulness of ebo rules, we will only consider internalising the may
copy + refusal tests; the remaining must copy + refusal tests can be internalised in a similar way. The
may tests are generated by the following grammar: t ::= s | at | a˜t | t ∧ t ′. We recall that s is success, a˜t
denotes the test to detect a refusal of a and then to continue testing with t , at is the test for a followed
by testing with t , and t ∧ t ′ is the test which makes two copies of a process, tests them with t and
t ′, respectively, and then succeeds if both tests succeeded. Given any ebo language G, we internalise
testing by conservatively extending the language with extra ebo operators, which are needed to encode
tests as processes and to construct the testing context. The tests are encoded by the function ( )∗ defined
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T s→ T ′
rs
P | T s→ 0
P a→ P ′ T a→ T ′
raa
P | T τ→ P ′ | T ′
T a→ T ′
r∗a
P | T τ→ 0
P a→ P ′ T ar→ T ′
raar
P | T τ→ 0
T ar→ T ′
r∗ar
P | T τ→ P | T ′
T l→ Tl T r→ Tr
rlr
P | T τ→ (P | Tl ) ∧ (P | Tr )
X s→ X ′
qs∗
X ∧ Y τ→ Y
Y s→ Y ′
q∗s
X ∧ Y τ→ X
q
X ∧ Y τ→ 0
FIGURE 7
as follows:
s∗ = s.0
(at)∗ = a.t∗
(a˜t)∗ = ar .t∗
(t ∧ t ′)∗ = l.t∗  r.t ′∗
Symbols s, l, r , and all ar are the new prefixing operators and, thus, new action labels and  is the
external choice operator as, for example, in [23]. In order to construct the testing context we need two
auxiliary binary operators “|” and “∧” that we define in Fig. 7. Here, “|” is not, of course, the CCS
“|”. The associated τ -rules for these operators, which are not shown here, are denoted by rτ∗, r∗τ and
qτ∗, q∗τ , respectively. In the rules and rule schemas in Fig. 7 variable P stands for the tested process
and variable T for the test. The ordering < satisfies r∗a < raa and r∗ar < raar and q < qs∗, q∗s, plus the
usual conditions on ebo rules.
We can deduce rlr < r∗τ by condition (9). It is safe to use rlr , the rule with implicit copying, since
the encodings of the tests are τ -free processes, thus stable in all states. Moreover, we obtain r∗a < rτ∗
by condition (7). Hence, rule r∗a can be applied if neither raa nor rτ∗ are applicable, i.e., P τ a. The
testing context is P | T . We can show that if p | t s⇒, then p passes the test t for some process p and test t .
7. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a new method for defining arbitrary process operators which normally require
rules with negative premises. Our method relies only on rules with positive premises but we equip the
rules with an ordering. The ordering specifies the order of application of rules when deriving transitions
of processes. We have proposed four formats of rules with silent actions, and thus four classes of process
languages, and we have proved that divergence sensitive versions of eager and branching bisimulation
preorders are preserved by relevant formats or classes. We have illustrated the usefulness of our method
by giving intuitive definitions of sequential composition, action refinement and the copy + refusal
testing system.
APPENDIX
A. A Proof of Congruence Result for bbo Class
The following proposition is vital in the proof of Theorem 33.
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PROPOSITION 36. Given the LTS (T(	), Act, →), a relation B ⊆ T(	) × T(	) is a branching bisim-
ulation if and only if, for all p and q such that pBq, the following properties hold for all appropriate
α, a and p′, p′′, q ′ and q ′′:
(B.a) p α→ p′ implies ∃q ′, q ′′.(q τ⇒ q ′ αˆ→ q ′′ and pBq ′ and p′ Bq ′)
(B.b) p τ implies q⇓
(B.c) p⇓ and q α→ q ′ implies ∃p′, p′′.(p τ⇒ p′ αˆ→ p′′ and p′ Bq and p′′ Bq ′)
(B.a′) p τ implies [q τ⇒ q ′ implies (pBq ′ and
(B.a) p a→ p′ implies ∃q ′′, q ′′′.(q ′ τ⇒ q ′′ a→ q ′′′ and p′ Bq ′′′)
(B.c) q ′ a→ q ′′ implies ∃p′.(p a→ p′ and p′ Bq ′′))]
(B.c′) p⇓ and q τ implies [p τ⇒ p′ implies (p′ Bq and
(B.a†) p′ a→ p′′ implies ∃q ′.(q a→ q ′ and p′′ Bq ′)
(B.c†) q a→ q ′ implies ∃p′′, p′′′.(p′ τ⇒ p′′ a→ p′′′ and p′′′ Bq ′))].
The proposition is proved in straightforward fashion using the definition of branching bisimulation.
Notice that in (B.a) and (B.c†) we do not include pBq ′′ and p′′ Bq, respectively, as might be expected by
Definition 25, since these relationships are guaranteed by the first lines of (B.a′) and (B.c′), respectively.
Proof of Theorem 33. Let G = (	, Act, →) be any bbo process language. Define a relation B ⊆
T(	) × T(	) as the least relation such that uBv if u∼ Bv , and C[u]BC[v] if uBv , where C[X] is a 	
context and u and v are vectors of closed 	 terms. We need to show that B is a branching bisimulation
relation. The proof is by induction on the structure of process terms. Assume pBq. Instead of showing
that p and q satisfy the properties in the definition of branching bisimulation we will show that they
satisfy properties (B.a)–(B.c′) of Proposition 36. If p∼ Bq, then we are done. Otherwise, as explained
at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 30, p and q can be represented as f (u) and f (v), respectively,
where f ∈ 	n , u and v are of length n and uBv . As the inductive hypothesis, we assume properties
(B.a)–(B.c′) hold for all the corresponding processes in u and v that are related by B. In the following,
we prove that the properties of Proposition 36 hold for f (u) and f (v).
Property (B.a). In fact we show that the following stronger property holds for f (u) and f (v) and
for all µ-derivatives u′ of f (u).
f (u) µ→ u′ implies ∃D[X, Y], u′, v ′, v ′′.( f (v) τ⇒ f (v ′) µˆ→ D[v ′, v ′′]
and u′ = D[u, u′] and uBv ′ and u′Bv ′′)
This property together with the definition of B implies (B.a) for f (u) and f (v). Assume f (u) µ→ u′.
This means that there is either an action rule or a τ -rule that is enabled such that f (u) µ→ u′ can
be derived by the rule. We only consider the first case since the second case follows similarly. Let
f (u) µ→ u′ be derived by a (positive GSOS) rule r
{
Xi
ai j−→ Yi j
}
i∈I, j∈Ji
f (X) µ→ E[X, Y]
using a ground substitution ρ defined by ρ(X) = u and ρ(Yi j ) = ui j for all i and j . Thus, (ρ( f (X)),
µ, ρ(E[X, Y])) ∈→ or equivalently f (u) µ→ ρ(E[X, Y]). Let u′ denote the vector of all ui j , so
ρ(Y) = u′. Hence, the required context D[X, Y] is simply E[X, Y] and u′ = E[u, u′]. Moreover, the
premises of r are valid under ρ in →; i.e., ui
ai j−→ ui j for all appropriate i and j .
According to Definition 31, bbo rules may have implicit copies in the premises provided that these
rules are below the relevant τ -rules. For the above rule r we assume that there are implicit copies in the
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premises of arguments Xi , where i ∈ K for some ∅ = K ⊆ I . In other words, K = {i | | Ji | > 1} and
| Ji |= 1 for each i ∈ I\K . For simplicity we assume Ji = {1} for all i ∈ I\K .
Condition (8) requires that {τk | k ∈ K } ⊆ higher(r ); hence K is a subset of active(higher(r )). Since
r is enabled at f (u) we deduce, by Definition 9, that none of the rules in higher(r ) is applicable.
Condition (7) tells us that all τ -rules that are associated with the rules in higher(r ) are members of
higher(r ). This implies ρ(Xk) τ; thus uk τ for all k ∈ active(higher(r )).
Now, we use the inductive hypothesis for the pairs of B related elements in u and v . For each i ∈ K
and j ∈ Ji we have ui
ai j−→ ui j . Also, since ui τ we obtain, by (B.b) and (B.a′) of the inductive
hypothesis,
vi
τ⇒ v′i τ and uiBv′i .
For all i ∈ K and relevant j the above transition and ui
ai j−→ ui j imply, by (B.a),
vi
τ⇒ v′i
ai j−→ v′i j and uiBv′i and ui jBv′i j .
For each i ∈ I\K ui ai1→ ui1 implies, by property (B.a),
vi
τ⇒ v′i
ai1−→ v′i1 and uiBv′i and ui1Bv′i1.
Let v ′ stand for the sequence v′1, . . . , v′n such that v′k = vk for k /∈ I ∪ active(higher(r )). Hence, we
obtain the required uBv ′. Moreover, by letting v ′′ be the vector of all v′i j , where v ′′ is constructed in a
corresponding way to u′, we obtain u′Bv ′′.
We shall write v τ⇒ v to mean vi τ⇒ vi for all components vi of v . Hence, v τ⇒ v ′. With the notation
as in the proof so far, we have the following claim:
Claim 37. If v τ⇒ v and r ′ ∈ higher(r ) is not a τ -rule, then r ′ does not apply to f (v).
Proof. We know that uk τ for all k ∈ active(higher(r )). Thus, uBv implies uBv by (B.a′). So, if
r ′ applies to f (v), then r ′ applies to f (u) by (B.c) of the inductive hypothesis. This contradicts the
earlier assumption that r is enabled at f (u).
Now we return to the proof of (B.a). We only need to show f (v) τ⇒ f (v ′) and f (v ′) µ→ v′′ for
appropriate v′′.
f (v) τ⇒ f (v ′) is obtained from v τ⇒ v ′ by applying τ -rules in {τk | k ∈ I ∪ active(higher(r ))}.
Our task is to show that at each stage in the derivation of f (v) τ⇒ f (v ′) some of the τ -rules described
above are enabled. Suppose that having reached f (v), i.e., f (v) τ⇒ f (v), we wish to use one of the
transitions vm
τ→ v′m , for m ∈ M ⊆ I ∪ active(higher(r )), to derive the next τ transition of f (v).
Clearly, all rules τm , for m ∈ M , apply to f (v). We use any of them that is enabled. The only problem
is if none of these rules is enabled. Suppose for a contradiction that this is the case. Let m1 ∈ M . Since
τm1 is disabled there must be r ′ such that τm1 < r ′ and r ′ applies. But r < r ′ by (5). So by Claim A
rule r ′ is in fact a τ -rule, say τm2 , so r < τm2 . Hence, m2 ∈ active(higher(r )) and since τm2 applies
we obtain m2 ∈ M . By iterating this procedure we generate a sequence τm1 < · · · < τmn < · · · with
mn ∈ M . Since M is finite the sequence must contain repeated elements. Namely, the sequence is
. . . τmk < · · · < τmk . . . . By repeatedly applying the limited form of transitivity (implied by (5)) we
obtain τmk < τmk . This contradicts (6).
f (v ′) µ→ v′′ is obtained by rule r with the substitution ρ ′ defined by ρ ′(X) = v ′ and ρ ′(Yi j ) = v′i j
for all relevant i and j . This is possible because the premises of r are valid under ρ ′ in →, namely
v′i
ai j−→ v′i j for all i and j . Furthermore, as explained above, none of the rules in higher(r ) can be applied
to derive transitions of f (v ′). Finally, we obtain v′′ = E[v ′, v ′′], where v ′′ denotes the vector of all v′i j .
This completes the proof that property (B.a) holds for f (u) and f (v).
Property (B.c). The proof that (B.c) holds for f (u) and f (v) is very similar. The important difference
is that, given f (u)⇓, in order to use induction on the related elements of u and v we need to establish
that ui⇓ for all i and r such that i ∈ active(r ), r ∈ rules( f ), and r is enabled at f (v). We prove this by
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a contradiction. We assume that ui⇑ for some i ∈ active(r ) where r is enabled at f (v). By considering
whether or not τi is enabled at f (u), we deduce, using conditions (5) and (7) and property (B.a′), that
either f (u)⇑ or r is not enabled at f (v), thus achieving required contradictions.
In the actual proof of (B.c) we use as inductive hypothesis property (B.c′), with its subproperties
(B.a†) and (B.c†), instead of (B.a′) and its subproperties. Moreover, we require a claim corresponding
to Claim A that deals with the τ -derivatives of u instead of the τ -derivatives of v . This concludes the
case for (B.c).
Property (B.a′). We shall need the following result in the proof of (B.a′). It will also be vital in the
proofs of (B.b) and (B.c′).
Claim 38. If f (u)B f (v), f (u) τ, and f (v) = q0 τ→ q1 τ→ · · · τ→ qn , for n ≥ 1, then qi τ→ qi+1
is derived by a τ -rule for 0 ≤ i < n.
Proof. Assume f (u)B f (v), f (u) τ, and f (v) = q0 τ→ q1 τ→ · · · τ→ qn for some n ≥ 1. The
proof is by course of values induction.
First, we argue that f (v) τ→ q1 is derived by a τ -rule. Assume for a contradiction that an action rule
r with the action τ is enabled at f (v). The premises of r are valid for f (v), meaning vk akl−→ vkl for
all k ∈ active(r ) and appropriate l. Using the following claim, we obtain uk τ, and hence uk⇓, for all
k ∈ active(r ). Before we continue with this proof, we first show a useful result.
Claim 39. If f (u)B f (v), f (u) τ, f (v) τ⇒ f (v ′) is derivable by τ -rules, and a rule r is enabled at
f (v ′), then uk τ for all k ∈ active(r ).
Proof. Assume for a contradiction that uk τ→ for some k. If τk is enabled at f (u), then f (u) τ→: a
contradiction. Otherwise, there exists r † such that act(r †) = τ , τk < r † and r † is enabled at f (u). Since
k ∈ active(r ), r < r † by condition (5). Hence, r < τi for i ∈ active(r †). This implies v′i τ, for all such
i , since r is enabled at f (v ′). f (u) τ and r † is enabled at f (u) imply that ui τ for all i ∈ active(r †).
Moreover, since f (u)B f (v), we deduce by the definition of B that uiBvi for all i ∈ active(r †). Now,
we shall use properties (B.a′) and (B.a) of the theorem’s inductive hypothesis. By (B.a′), we obtain
uiBv′i for all i ∈ active(r †) noting that each v′i is stable as shown above. Since r † applies to f (u), r †
also applies to f (v ′) by property (B.a) for the pairs of terms ui and v′i with v′i τ. This contradicts the
assumption that r is enabled at f (v ′) and r < r †.
We continue with the proof of Claim 38. By (B.c) we obtain uk akl−→ ukl for all k ∈ active(r ) and
appropriate l. This means that r also applies to f (u). If r is enabled at f (u), then f (u) τ→ contradicts
f (u) τ. Else, there exists r ′ such that r < r ′, act(r ′) = τ and r ′ is enabled at f (u). This implies
r < τ j and v j
τ
, for each j ∈ active(r ′), since r is enabled at f (v). By (B.a), since the premises of r ′
are valid for f (u), they are also valid for f (v). This makes r ′ applicable to f (v) which contradicts the
assumption that r ′ is enabled at f (v ′). This shows that f (v) τ→ q1 is by a τ -rule.
Next, we assume that each qi
τ→ qi+1 is derived by a τ -rule for 0 ≤ i < k, where k < n, and
prove that qk
τ→ qk+1 is derived by a τ -rule. Our assumption means that q0 τ⇒ qk and qk = f (v ′) for
some v ′ such that v τ⇒ v ′. In order to show that f (v ′) τ→ qk+1 is derived by a τ -rule, we assume for
a contradiction, similarly as in the base case, that an action rule r ′ with act(r ′) = τ is enabled at f (v ′).
The premises of r ′ are valid for f (v ′): v′k
akl−→ v′kl for all k ∈ active(r ′) and appropriate l. By Claim 39,
we have uk
τ
 for all k ∈ active(r ′).
Remark. Notice that although at this point we are able to show uBv ′ we cannot use (B.c) and (B.a)
to proceed with the proof. The inductive hypothesis guarantees that only those components of u and v
that are related by B satisfy properties (B.a) and (B.c). Their τ -derivatives, which may have grown in
size, are not assumed to have these properties. Their behaviour, however, can be deduced from the two
more revealing properties (B.a′) and (B.c′) of our inductive hypothesis.
Returning to the proof of Claim 38, we apply (B.c) to the pairs of terms uk and vk . From vk τ⇒ v′k
and v′k
akl−→ v′kl we obtain uk
akl−→ ukl for all k ∈ active(r ′) and appropriate l. This implies that r ′ also
applies to f (u). If r ′ is enabled at f (u), then f (u) τ→ contradicts f (u) τ. Else, there exists r ′′ such that
r ′ < r ′′, act(r ′′) = τ , and r ′′ is enabled at f (u). This implies r ′ < τ j and v′j τ for each j ∈ active(r ′′).
By (B.a), since the premises of r ′′ are valid for f (u), they are also valid for f (v ′). This makes r ′′
applicable to f (v ′) which contradicts that r ′ is enabled at f (v ′).
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Now that Claim 38 is established, we proceed to prove (B.a′). Claim 38 tells us that all τ -derivatives
of f (v) have the form f (v ′), where v τ⇒ v ′. We show f (u)B f (v ′) as follows. Assume that in the
process of deriving f (v) τ⇒ f (v ′) we only used τ -rules from the set {τm | m ∈ M}. We easily see, by
Claim 39, that um
τ
 for all m ∈ M . This gives us umBv′m , for m ∈ M , by property (B.a′). For i /∈ M
we have v′i = vi , so uiBv′i . Therefore, uBv ′, and thus f (u)B f (v ′) by the definition of B.
The subproperties (B.a) and (B.c) of (B.a′) are proved in a very similar fashion as properties
(B.a) and (B.c), respectively. In both cases we employ Claim 37 and its corresponding version for the
τ -derivatives of u.
Property (B.c′). Since it is very similar to (B.a′) its proof follows closely the proof of (B.a′).
Naturally, we need versions of Claim 37 and Claim 38 that deal with τ -derivatives of u and
f (u), respectively. Also, we will be using the (B.c′) part of the inductive hypothesis instead of
(B.a′).
Property (B.b). Suppose for a contradiction that f (v)⇑. Claim 38 tells us that only τ -rules can be
used to produce τ transitions of f (v) and of all its τ -derivatives. Let M ⊆ active( f ) be the set of τ -rules
that can be used to produce any τ transition of any τ -derivative of f (v). Since active( f ) is finite and
f (v)⇑ we deduce vm⇑ for some m ∈ M . If um τ, then vm⇑ contradicts the (B.b) part of the inductive
hypothesis. If um
τ→, then since f (u) τ the set of rules that are enabled at f (u), R, is not empty and
τm is below a rule r ′ in R. Let f (v†) be the first τ -derivative of f (v) at which τm is enabled. Then,
v
†
k
τ
 for all k ∈ active(r ′). Since r ′ applies to f (u) it also applies to f (v†) by the fact that v†k τ, for all
appropriate k, and by the (B.a′) part of the inductive hypothesis. This contradicts the assumption that
τm is enabled at f (v†). Therefore, f (v)⇓ as required.
B. A Proof of Congruence Result for ebo Class
The following proposition is crucial in the proof of Theorem 34.
PROPOSITION 40. Given the LTS (T(	), Act, →), a relation E ⊆ T(	)×T(	) is an eager bisimulation
if and only if, for all p and q such that pEq, the following properties hold for all appropriate actions
α, a and processes p′, p′′, q ′, and q ′′:
(E .a) p α→ p′ implies ∃q ′, q ′′. (q τ⇒ q ′ αˆ→ q ′′ and p′Eq ′)
(E .b) p τ implies q⇓
(E .c) p⇓ and q α→ q ′ implies ∃p′, p′′. (p τ⇒ p′ αˆ→ p′′ and p′′Eq ′)
(E .a′) p τ implies [q τ⇒ q ′ implies (pEq ′ and
(E .a) p a→ p′ implies ∃q ′′, q ′′′.(q ′ τ⇒ q ′′ a→ q ′′′ and p′Eq ′′′)
(E .c) q ′ a→ q ′′ implies ∃p′.(p a→ p′ and p′Eq ′′))]
(E .c′) p⇓ and q τ implies [p τ⇒ p′ implies (p′Eq and
(E .a†) p′ a→ p′′ implies ∃q ′.(q a→ q ′ and p′′Eq ′)
(E .c†) q a→ q ′ implies ∃p′′, p′′′.(p′ τ⇒ p′′ a→ p′′′ and p′′′Eq ′))].
Proof of Theorem 34. Let G = (	, Act, →) be any ebo process language. Define a relation E ⊆
T(	) × T(	) as the least relation such that uEv if u∼ E v , and C[u]EC[v] if uEv , where C[X] is a 	
context and u and v are vectors of closed 	 terms. We need to show that E is an eager bisimulation
relation. Proposition 40 is enough to show that for all process terms that are related by E they satisfy
properties (E .a)–(E .c′).
As before the proof is by induction on the structure of process terms. Let pEq and assume that
(E .a)–(E .c′) hold for all subterms of p and q that are related by E . If p∼ Eq, then we are done. Else, p
and q can be represented as f (u) and f (v), respectively, for some n-ary f , u, and v with uEv .
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First, we proceed to show that property (E .a) holds for f (u) and f (v). Similarly as before we show
the following stronger property and for all µ-derivatives u′ of f (u):
f (u) µ→ u′ implies ∃D[U , V], u†, u′, v ′, v†, v ′′.( f (v) τ⇒ f (v ′) µˆ→ D[v†, v ′′] and u′ = D[u†, u′]
and u†Ev† and u′Ev ′′).
Assume f (u) µ→ u′. This means that there is either an action rule or a τ -rule that is enabled such
that f (u) µ→ u′ can be derived by the rule. We only consider the first case as the second case follows
similarly. Let f (u) µ→ u′ be derived by a rule r
{
Xi
ai j−→ Yi j
}
i∈I, j∈Ji
f (X) µ→ E[X, Y]
using a ground substitution ρ defined by ρ(X) = u and ρ(Yi j ) = ui j for all i and j . Thus, f (u) µ→
ρ(E[X, Y]). Let u′ denote the vector of all ui j , so ρ(Y) = u′. Also, the premises of r are valid under ρ
in →, namely ui
ai j−→ ui j for all appropriate i and j .
According to Definition 32, ebo rules may have implicit copies in the premises and in the target
provided that these rules are below the relevant τ -rules. For the above rule r we assume that there
are implicit copies in the premises of arguments Xi , where i ∈ K for some ∅ = K ⊆ I . In other
words, K = {i | | Ji | > 1} and | Ji | = 1 for each i ∈ I \ K . For simplicity we assume Ji = {1} for all
i ∈ I \ K . We also assume that there are implicit copies in the target of arguments Xi , where i ∈ L
for some ∅ = L ⊆ {1, . . . , n}. Hence, only Xi where i ∈ L or i /∈ I appear in E[X, Y]. Let X† be
the sequence of all such Xi , and let u† = ρ(X†). Moreover, the required context D[U , V] is simply
E[X†, Y](= E[X, Y]) and u′ = E[u†, u′].
Thus, (8) requires that {τk | k ∈ K } ∪ {τl | l ∈ L} ⊆ higher(r ), and hence K ∪ L is a subset of
active(higher(r )). As before we deduce, by Definition 9 and (7), that uk τ for all k ∈ active(higher(r )).
Now, we can use the inductive hypothesis for the pairs of E related elements in u and v . For all
i ∈ active(higher(r )) ui τ implies
vi
τ⇒ v′i τ and uiEv′i (B.1)
by (E .b) and (E .a′) of the inductive hypothesis. For each i ∈ K and j ∈ Ji transition ui
ai j−→ ui j implies,
by (B.1) and (E .a) of the inductive hypothesis,
vi
τ⇒ v′i
ai j−→ v′i j and ui jEv′i j .
For each i ∈ I \ K ui ai1−→ ui1 implies, by property (E .a) again,
vi
τ⇒ v′i
ai1−→ v′i1 and ui1Ev′i1.
Let v ′ stand for the sequence v′1, . . . , v′n such that v′k = vk when k /∈ I ∪ active(higher(r )). Let v† stand
for the sequence of only those v′i where i ∈ L or i /∈ I (ordered in the corresponding way to u†). As for
the corresponding elements of u† and v†, we have so far the following:
(ui =) u†i Ev†i (= vi ) for i /∈ I ∧ i /∈ active(higher(r ))
(ui =) u†i Ev†i (= v′i ) by (B.1) for i /∈ I ∧ i ∈ active(higher(r ))
(ui =) u†i Ev†i (= v′i ) by (B.1) for i ∈ L
Therefore, we have u†Ev†. Moreover, by letting v ′′ to be the vector of all v′i j , where v ′′ is constructed
in a corresponding way as u′, we obtain u′Ev ′′.
212 ULIDOWSKI AND PHILLIPS
Finally, we only need to show f (v) τ⇒ f (v ′) and f (v ′) µ→ v′′ for some v′′. This is done precisely in
the same way as in the proof of Theorem 33.
The proofs of properties (E .b)–(E .c′) hold for f (u) and f (v) are very similar to those of (B.b)–(B.c′)
for Theorem 30.
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